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the Tibetan word for Way or Path. and LAMA is He who
Goeth, the speciﬁc title of the Gods of Egypt, the Treader of the
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PREFATORY NOTE
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law

It is not very difficult to write a book, if one chance to

possess the necessary degree of Initiation, and the power of
expression. It is internally diﬂicult to comment on such a
Book. The principal reason for this is that every statement
is true and untrue, alternately, as one advances upon the
Path of the Wise. The question always arises: For what
grade is this Book meant? To give one simple concrete
example, it is stated in the third part of this treatise that
Change is the great enemy. This is all very well as meaning
that one ought to stick to one’s job. But in another sense
Change is the Great Friend. As it is marvelous well shewed
forth by The Beast Himself in Liber Aleph, Love is the law,
and Love is Change, by deﬁnition. Short of writing a sepa—

rate interpretation suited for every grade, therefore, the

commentator is in a bog of quandary which makes Flanders
Mud seem like polished granite. He can only do his poor
best, leaving it very much to the intelligence of each reader
to get just what he needs. These remarks are peculiarly
applicable to the present treatise; for the issues are presented in so confused a manner that one almost wonders
whether Madame Blavatsky was not a reincarnation of the
Woman with the Issue of Blood familiar to readers of the
gospels. It is astonishing and distressing to notice how the
5
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Lanoo, no matter what happens to him, soaring aloft like the
Phang, and sailing gloriously through innumerable Gates of
High Initiation, nevertheless keeps his original Point of
View, like a Bourbon. He is always getting rid 05 Illusions,
but, like the entourage 05 the Cardinal Lord Archbishop of
Rheims after he cursed the thief, nobody seems one penny
the worse—or the better.
Probably the best way to take the whole treatise is to
assume that it is written for the absolute tyro, with a good
deal between the lines for the more advanced mystic. This
will excuse, to the mahatma-snob, a good deal of apparent
triviality and crudity of standpoint. It is of course necessary for the commentator to point out just those things
which the novice is not expected to see. He will have to shew
mysteries in many grades, and each reader must glean his
own wheat,
At the same time, the commentator has done a good deal
to uproot some of the tares in the mind 05 the tyro aforesaid,
which Madame Blavatsky was apparently content to let
grow until the day 05 judgment. But that day is come since
she wrote this Book; the New ZEon is here, and its Word is
Do what thou wilt. It is certainly time to give the order:
“Chautauqua est delenda."
Love is the law, love under will.

LIBER LXXI
THE VOICE OF THE SILENCE
[FRAGMENT I “FROM THE BOOK OF THE
GOLDEN PRECEPTS”]

[Madame Blavatsky’s notes are omitted in this edition,
as they are diffuse, full of inaccuracies, and intended to mislead the presumptuous—E13,]
I. These ihstïuctiom are for thoxe ignorant of the dahgers of the lower Iddhi (magica! powers).
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. Nothing
less can satisfy than this Motion in your orbit.
It is important to reject any Iddhi of which you may become possessed. Firstly, because of the wasting of energy,
which should rather be concentrated on further advance; and
secondly, because Iddhi are in many cases so seductive that
they lead the unwary to forget altogether the real purpose of

their endeavours.
The Student must be prepared for temptations of the most
extraordinary subtlety; as the Scriptures of the Christians
mystically put it, in their queer but often illuminating jargon, the Devil can disguise himself as an Angel of Light.
A species of parenthesis is necessary thus early in this
Comment. One must warn the reader that he is going to
swim in very deep waters. To begin with, it is assumed
7
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throughout that the student is already familiar with at least
the elements of Mysticism. True, you are supposed to be
ignorant of the dangers of the lower Iddhi; but there are
really quite a lot of people, even in Boston, who do not know
that there are any Iddhi at all, low or high. However, one
who has been assiduous with Book 4, by Frater Perdurabo,
should have no difficulty so far as a general comprehension
of the subject-matter of the Book is concerned. Too ruddy
a cheerfulness on the part of the assiduous one will however
be premature, to say the least. For the fact is that this
treatise does not contain an intelligible and coherent cosmogony. The unfortunate Lanoo is in the position of a seacaptain who is furnished with the most elaborate and
detailed sailing-instructions, but is not allowed to have the
slightest idea of what port he is to make, still less given a
chart of the Ocean. One ﬁnds oneself accordingly in a sort
of “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower came” atmosphere.
That poem of Browning owes much of its haunting charm
to this very circumstance, that the reader is never told who
Childe Roland is, or why he wants to get to the Dark Tower,
or what he expects to ﬁnd when he does get there. There is
a skilfully constructed atmosphere of Giants, and Ogres,
and Hunchbacks, and the rest of the apparatus of fairytales; but there is no trace of the inﬂuence of Baedeker in the
style. Now this is really very irritating to anybody who
happens to be seriously concerned to get to that tower. I
remember, as a boy, what misery I suffered over this poem.
Had Browning been alive, I think I would have sought him
out, so seriously did I take the Quest. The student of Blavatsky is equally handicapped. Fortunately, Book 4, Part
ΠΙ, comes to the rescue once more with a rough sketch of
8
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the Universe as it is conceived by Those who know it; and a
regular investigation of that book, and the companion volumes ordered in the Curriculum of the A.'.A.'., fortiﬁed by
steady persistence in practical personal exploration, will
enable this Voice of the Silence to become a serious guide in
some of the subtler obscurities which weigh upon the Eye—
lids of the Seeker.

He who would hear the voice of Näda, the "Souhdless
Sound,” and comprehend it, he has to learn the nature of
Dhämhä (concentrated thought).
2.

The voice of Nada is very soon heard by the beginner,
especially during the practice of Pranayarna (control of
breath—force). At ﬁrst it resembles distant surf, though in
the adept it is more like the twittering of innumerable night—
ingales ; but this sound is premonitory, as it were, the veil of
more distinct and articulate sounds which come later. It
corresponds in hearing to that dark veil which is seen when
the eyes are closed, although in this case a certain degree of
progress is necessary before anything at all is heard.
3.

Howing become indifferent to objects of perception, the

pupil must seek out the Räjah (king) of the senses, the
Thought—Producer, he (nu) who awakes illusion.
The word “indifferent” here implies ‘able to shut out.’ The
Rajah referred to is in that spot whence thoughts spring.
He turns out ultimately to be Mayan, the great Magician
described in the 3rd ZEthyr. (See EQUINOX I. V. Supple—
ment.) Let the Student notice that in his early meditations,
all his thoughts will be under the Tamo-Guna, the principle
of Inertia and Darkness. When he has destroyed all those,
9
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he will be under the dominion of an entirely new set of the
type of Rajo-Guna, the principle of Activity, and so on. To
the advanced Student a simple ordinary thought, which
seems little or nothing to the beginner, becomes a great and
terrible fountain of iniquity, and the higher he goes, up to a
certain point, the point of deﬁnitive victory, the more that
is the case. The beginner can think, ‘it is ten o’clock,’ and
dismiss the thought. Το the mind of the adept this sentence
will awaken all its possible correspondences, all the reﬂections he has ever made on time, as also accidental sympathetics like Mr. Whistler’s essay; and if he is suﬂiciently far
advanced,all these thoughts in their hundreds and thousands
diverging from the one thought, will again converge, and
become the resultant of all those thoughts. He will get Samadhi upon that original thought, and this will be a terrible
enemy to his progress.
4. The Mind is the great Slayer of the Real.

In the word “Mind” we should include all phenomena of
Mind, including Samädhi itself. Any phenomenon has
causes and produces results, and all these things are below
the “REAL.” By the REAL is here meant the NIBBANA—
DHATU.
Let the Disciple slay the Slayer. For—
This is a corollary of Verse 4. These texts may be interpreted in a quite elementary sense. It is of course the object
of even the beginner to suppress mind and all its manifestations, but only as he advances will he discover what Mind
means.
5.

10
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6. When to himself his

form appears unreal, as do on

waking all the fori/ns he sees in dreams;
This is a somewhat elementary result. Concentration on
any subject leads soon enough to a sudden and overwhelming conviction that the object is unreal. The reason of this
may perhaps be—speakingphilosophically—that the object,
whatever it is, has only a relative existence. (See EQUINOX
I. IV., p. 159.)
When he has ceased to hear the many, he may discern
the ONE—the inner sound which kills the outer.
By the “many” are meant primarily noises which take
place outside the Student, and secondly, those which take
place inside him. For example, the pulsation of the blood in
the ears, and later the mystic sounds which are described in
Verse 40.
7.

8. Then only, not till then, shall he forsake the region of

ASA T, the false, to come nnto the realm of SAT, the true.
By “SAT, the true,” is meant a thing previous to the
‘REAL’ referred to above. SAT itself is an illusion. Some
schools of philosophy have a higher ASAT, Not—Being,
which is beyond SAT, and consequently is to Shivadarshana
as SAT is to Atmadarshana. Nirvana is beyond both these.
9. Before the Soul can see, the Harmony within must be
attained, and ﬂerhly eyes be rendered blind to all illusion.

By the “Harmony within” is meant that state in which
neither objects of sense, nor physiological sensations, nor
emotions, can disturb the concentration of thought.

II
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Before the 50111 can hear, the image (man) has to be—
come as deaf 10 roarings as to whispers, to cries of bellowing
elephants as to the silvery bnzzing of the golden ﬁreﬂy.
In the text the image is explained as ‘Man,’ but it more
properly refers to the consciousness of man, which consciousness is considered as being a reﬂection of the NonEgo, or a creation of the Ego, according to the school of
philosophy to which the Student may belong.
10.

Before the Sonl can comprehend and may remember,
she 1111151 117110 the Silent Speaker be nnited, inst as the form
ta which the clay is modelled is ﬁrst nnited with the potter’s
11.

mind.

Any actual object of the senses is considered as a precipitation of an ideal. Just as no existing triangle is a pure
triangle, since it must be either equilateral, isosceles, or sealene, so every object is a miscarriage of an ideal. In the
course of practice one concentrates upon a given thing, rejecting this outer appearance and arriving at that ideal,
which of course will not in any way resemble any of the
objects which are its incarnations. It is with this in view
that the verse tells us that the Soul must be united to the
Silent Speaker. The words “Silent Speaker” may be considered as a hieroglyph of the same character as LOGOS,
᾽ J 'I  ?אor the Ineﬂable Name.
,

For then the 5011110111 hear and will remember.
The word “hear” alludes to the tradition that hearing is
the organ of Spirit, just as seeing is that of Fire. The word
12.

12
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“remember” might be explained as “will attain to memory”
Memory is the link between the atoms of consciousness, for
each successive consciousness 01 Man is a single phenomenon, and has no connection with any other. A looking-glass
knows nothing 01 the different people that look into it. It
only reﬂects one at a time. The brain is however more like
a sensitive plate, and memory is the faculty of bringing up
into consciousness any picture required. As this occurs in
the normal man with his own experiences, so it occurs in the
Adept with all experiences. (This is one more reason for
His identifying Himself with others.)
And then to the inner ear will speak—THE VOICE
OF THE SILENCE, And say:
What follows must be regarded as the device of the poet,
for 01 course the “Voice 01 the Silence” cannot be interpreted
in words. What follows is only its utterance in respect 01
the Path itself.
13.

I4.

If thy 5 onl smiles while bathing in the Sunlight of thy

Life; if thy 50111 sings within her Chrysalis of ﬂesh and mat—
ter; if thy 50111 weeps inside her castle of illnsion; if thy 5 0111
strnggles to break the silver thread that binds her to the
MASTER; know, 0 Disciple, thy 50111 15 of the earth.
In this verse the Student is exhorted to indifference to
everything but his own progress. It does not mean the in—
difference of the Man to the things around him, as it has
often been so unworthily and wickedly interpreted The in—
difference spoken 01 is a kind of inner indiﬁerence. Every—
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thing should be enjoyed to the full, but always with the
reservation that the absence of the thing enjoyed shall not

cause regret. This is too hard for the beginner, and in many
cases it is necessary for him to abandon pleasures in order
to prove to himself that he is indifferent to them, and it may
be occasionally advisable even for the Adept to do this now
and again. Of course during periods of actual concentra—
tion there is no time whatever for anything but the work
itself; but to make even the mildest asceticism a rule of life
is the gravest of errors, except perhaps that 01 regarding
Asceticisrn as a virtue. This latter always leads to spiritual
pride, and spiritual pride is the principal quality of the
brother of the Left—hand Path.
‘Ascetic’ comes from the Greek Askio, to work curiously,
to adorn, to exercise, to train. The Latin Ars is derived from
this same word. Artist, in its ﬁnest sense 01 creative craftsman, is therefore the best translation. The word has degenerated under Puritan foulness.

When to the World’s turrnoil thy budding Soul lends
ear; when to the roaring voice of the Great Illusion thy Soul
responds; when frightened at the sight of the hot tears of
pain ; when deafened by the cries of distress, thy Soul with—
draws like the shy turtle within the carapace of SELF—
HOOD, learn, Ο Disciple, of her Silent ”God" thy Soul is an
unworthy shrine.
This verse deals with an obstacle at a more advanced
stage. It is again a warning not to shut one’s self up in one’s
own universe. It is not by the exclusion of the Non-Ego that
saintship is attained, but by its inclusion. Love is the law,
love under will.
I 5.

I4
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When waxing stronger thy Soul glides forth from her
secure retreat; and breaking loose from the protecting
shrine, extends her silver thread and rushes onward; when
beholding her irnage on the waves of Space she whispers,
“This is I ”—declare, Ο Disciple, that thy Soul is caught in
the webs of delusion.
An even more advanced instruction, but still connected
with the question of the Ego and the non—Ego. The phenomenon described is perhaps Atmadarshana, which is still
a delusion, in one sense still a delusion of personality; for
although the Ego is destroyed in the Universe, and the Uni—
verse in it, there is a distinct though exceedingly subtle tendency to sum up its experience as Ego.
These three verses might be interpreted also as quite ele—
mentary; v. 14 as blindness to the First Noble Truth
“Everything is Sorrow”; v. 15 as the coward’s attempt to
escape Sorrow by Retreat; and v. 16 as the acceptance of the
Astral as SAT.
16.

This earth, Disciple, is the Hall of Sorrow, wherein
are set along the Path of dire probations, traps to ensnare
thy EGO by the delusion called “Great Heresy.”
Develops still further these remarks.
17.

This earth, O ignorant Disciple, is but the dismal entrance leading to the twilight that precedes the valley of true
light—that light which no wind can extinguish, that light
which burns without a wick or fuel.
“Twilight” here may again refer to Atmadarshana. The
last phrase is borrowed from Eliphas Levi, who was not (I
believe) a Tibetan of antiquity. [Madame Blavatsky hu18.
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morously pretended that this Book is an ancient Tibetan

writing—En]

Saith the Great Law: “In order to become the [mower
of ALL-SELF, thou hast fint of SELF to be the khawer.”
Το reach the knowledge of that SELF, thou hast to git/e up
Self to Nart-Self, Being to Nart-Being, and then thau cahst
repose between the wings of the GREATBIRD. Aye, sweet
is rest between the wihgs of that which ix hot bom, nor dies,
19.

but is the A UM throughout eternal Ages.
The words “give up” may be explained as “yield” in its
subtler or quasi—masochistic erotic sense, but on a higher
plane. In the following quotation from the “Great Law” it
explains that the yielding is not the beginning but the end of
the Path.

Then let the End awake. Long hast thou slept, 0 great God Terminus! Long
ages hast thou waited at the end of the city and the roads thereoft
Awake Thoul Wait no more!
Nay, Lord! but I am come to Thee, It is I that wait at last.
The prophet cried against the mountain; come thou hither, that I may speak
with thee!
The mountain stirred not. Therefore went the prophet unto the mountain, and
spake unto it. But the feet of the prophet were weary, and the mountain heard
not his voice
But I have called unto Thee, and I have journeyed unto Thee, and it availed
me not,
I waited patiently, and Thou wast with me from the beginning.
This now I know, Ο my beloved, and we are stretched at our ease among the
vines.
But these thy prophets; they must cry aloud and scourge themselves; they must
cross trackless wastes and unfathomed oceans; to await Thee is the end, not the
beginning.

AUM is here quoted as the hieroglyph of.the Eternal.
“Α” the beginning of sound, “U” its middle, and “M” its end,
16
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together form a single word or Trinity, indicating that the
Real must "be regarded as 01 this three—fold nature, Birth,
Life and Death, not successive, but one. Those who have
reached trances in which ‘time’ is no more will understand
better than others how this may be.
20. Bestride the Bird of Life if thou wouldst know.

The word “know” is specially used here in a technical
sense. Avidya, ignorance, the ﬁrst 01 the fetters, is more—
over one which includes all the others.
With regard to this Swan ‘Aum’ compare the following
verses from the “Great Law,” Liber LXV. Π. 17-2 5.
Also the Holy One came upon me, and I beheld a white swan ﬂoating in the blue.
Between its wings I sate, and the aeons ﬂed away.
Then the swan ﬂew and dived and soared, yet no whither we went.

A little crazy boy that rode with me spake unto the swan, and said :
Who art thou that dost ﬂoat and ﬂy and dive and soar in the inane? Behold, these
many æons have passed; whence camest thou? Whither wilt thou go?
And laughing 1 chid him, saying: No whence! No whither!
The swan being silent, he answered: Then, it with no goal, why this eternal
journey ?
And I laid my head against the Head of the Swan, and laughed, saying: Is there
not joy ineffable in this aimless winging? Is there not weariness and impatience
for who would attain to some goal?
And the swan was ever silent. Ah! but we ﬂoated in the inﬁnite Abyss. Joy! Joy!
White swan, bear thou ever me up between thy wings!

21. Give up thy life, if thou 01411181/ ?יוגlive.

This verse may be compared with similar statements in
the “Gospels,” in the “Vision and the Voice,” and in the
Books of Thelema. It does not mean asceticism in the sense
usually understood by the world. The 12th ZEthyr (see
Ι7
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EQUINox I. V., Supplement) gives the clearest explanation

of this phrase.

22. Three Halls, 0 weary Pilgrim, lead to the end of toils.
Three Halls, Ο conqueror af M «ira, will bring thee through

three state.? into the fourth, and thence into the xev/eh
Worlds, the Worlds of Rest Eternal.
If this had been a genuine document I should have taken
the three states to be Srotapatti, etc., and the fourth Arhat,
for which the reader should consult ‘Science and Buddhism’
and similar treatises. But as it is better than ‘genuine,’ being, like ‘The Chymical Marriage of Christian Rosencreutz,’
the forgery of a great adept, one cannot too conﬁdently refer
it thus. For the ‘Seven Worlds’ are not Buddhism.
23.

If thou would’et learn their names, then hearken, and

remember. The name of the ﬁrst Hall is IGNORANCE—
Avidya. It is the Hall in which thou saw’st the light, in
which thou lit/est and shalt die.
These three Halls correspond to the Gunas: Ignorance,
Tamas; Learning, Rajas; Wisdom, Sattvas.
Again, Ignorance corresponds to Malkuth and Nephesh
(the animal soul), Learning to Tiphareth and Ruach (the
mind), and Wisdom to Binah and Neshamah (the aspiration or Divine Mind).
24. The name of Hall the second is the

Hall of LEARN-

ING. In it thy Soul will ﬁnd the bloxsoms of life, but under
every ﬂower a xerpent coiled.
This Hall is a very much larger region than that usually
understood by the Astral World. It would certainly include
all states up to Dhyana. The Student will remember that
18
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his “rewards” immediately transmute themselves into temp-

tations.

25. The name of the third

Hall is Wisdom, beyond which

stretch the shoreless waters of AKSHARA, the indestructible F onnt of Omniscience.
Akshara is the same as the Great Sea of the Qabalah. The
reader must consult THE EQUINOX for a full study of this
Great Sea.
26.

If than wonld’st cross the ﬁrst Hall safely, let not thy

mind mistake the ﬁres of lnst that burn therein for the sunlight of life.
The metaphor is now somewhat changed. The Hall of
Ignorance represents the physical life. Note carefully the
phraseology, “Let not thy mind mistake the ﬁres of lust.”
It is legitimate to warm yourself by those ﬁres so long as
they do not deceive you.

If than wonld’st cross the second safely, stop not the
fragrance of its stnpefying blossoms to inhale. If freed than
27.

wonld’st be from the Karmic chains, seek not for thy Gnrn
in those M ayavic regions.
A similar lesson is taught in this verse. Do not imagine
that your early psychic experiences are Ultimate Truth. Do
not become a slave to your results.
28. The WISE ONES

senses.

tarry not in pleasnre grounds of

This lesson is conﬁrmed. The wise ones tarry not, That
is to say, they do not allow pleasure to interfere with business.

I9
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29. The WISE ONES heed not the sweet—tongned voices

of illnsian.
The wise ones heed not. They listen to them, but do not
necessarily attach importance to what they say.

for him who is to give thee birth, in the Hall of
Wisdom, the Hall which lies beyond, wherein all shadows
are unknown, and where the light of truth shines with nn30. Seek

fading glory.
This apparently means that the only reliable Guru is one
who has attained the grade of Magister Templi. For the
attainments of this grade consult EQUINOX I. V. Supplement, etc.

That which is nncreate abides in thee, Disciple, as it
abides in that Hall. If than wonld’st reach it and blend the
two, than mnst divest thyself of thy dark garments of illn31.

sion. Stifle the voice of flesh, allow no image of the senses
to get between its light and thine, that thns the twain may
blend in one. And having learnt thine own Agnyana, ﬂee
from the Hall of learning. This Hall is dangerons in its perﬁdions beanty, is needed bnt for thy probation. Beware,
Lanooj lest dazzled by illnsive radiance thy Sonl shonld
linger and be canght in its deceptive light.
This is a résumé of the previous seven verses. It incul—
cates the necessity of unwavering aspiration, and in particular warns the advanced Student against accepting his rewards. There is one method 01 meditation in which the
Student kills thoughts as they arise by the reﬂection, “That’s
not it.” Frater P. indicated the same by taking as his motto,
in the Second Order which reaches from Yesod to Chesed,
“OT MH," “No, certainly not!”
20
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32. This light shines

from the jewel of the Great En—
snarer (Mdra). The senses it bewitehes, blinds the mind,
'

and leaves the unwary an abandoned wreck.
I am inclined to believe that most of Blavatsky’s notes are
intended as blinds. “Light” such as is described has a tech—
nical meaning. It would be too petty to regard Mara as a
Christian would regard a man who offered him a cigarette.
The supreme and blinding light of this jewel is the great
vision of Light. It is the light which streams from the
threshold of Nirvana, and Mara is the‘ ‘dweller on the
threshold.’ It is absurd to call this light ‘evil’ in any commonplace sense. It is the two-edged sword, ﬂaming every
way, that keeps the gate of the Tree of Life. And there is a
further Arcanum connected with this which it would be improper here to divulge.
33. The

math attracted to the dazzling ﬂame of thy night

lamp is damned to perish in the viseid oil. The unwary Soul
that fails to grapple with the mocking demon of illusion, will
return to earth the slave of M dra.
The result of failing to reject rewards is the return to
earth. The temptation is to regard oneself as having attained, and so do no more work.
34. Behold the

Hosts of Souls. Watch how they hover

o’er the stormy sea of human life, and how, exhausted,
bleeding, broken—winged, they drop one after another on the
swelling waves. Tossed by the ﬁerce winds, chased by the
gale, they drift into the eddies and disappear within the ﬁrst

great vortex.

In this metaphor is contained a warning against identify21
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ing the Soul with human life, from the failure of its aspirations.
3 5.

If through the Hall of Wisdom, than wonld’st reach

the Vale of Bliss, Disciple, close fast thy senses against the
great dire heresy of Separateness that weans thee from the
rest.
This verse reads at ﬁrst as if the heresy were still possible
in the Hall of Wisdom, but this is not as it seems. The Disciple is urged to ﬁnd out his Ego and slay it even in the
beginning.
36. Let not thatL “Heaven-Born,” merged in the sea of

Maya, break from the Universal Parent (SOUL), but let
the ﬁery power retire into the inmost chamber, the chamber
of the Heart, and the abode of the World’s Mother.
This develops verse 35. The heaven-born is the human
consciousness. The chamber of the Heart is the Anahata
lotus. The abode of the World’s Mother is the Muladhara
lotus. But there is a more technical meaning yet—and this
whole verse describes a particular method of meditation, a
ﬁnal method, which is far too diﬂcicult for the beginner.
[See, however, THE EQUINOX, on all these points]
37. Then

from the heart that Power shall rise into the

sixth, the middle region, the place between thine eyes, when
it becomes the breath of the ONE-SOUL, the 'ooice which
ﬁlleth all, thy Master’s voice.
This verse teaches the concentration of the Kundalini in
the Ajna Cakra. “Breath” is that which goes to and fro,
22
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and refers to the uniting of Shiva with Sakti in the Sahasrara. [See THE EQUINOX.]
38. ’Tis only then thou canst become a “Walker of the

Sky,” who treads the winds above the waves, whose step
touches not the waters.
This partly refers to certain Iddhi, concerning Under—
standing of Devas (gods) etc.; here the word ‘wind’ may be
interpreted as ‘spirit.’ It is comparatively easy to reach
this state, and it has no great importance. The ‘walker of
the sky’ is much superior to the mere reader of the minds
of ants.
39. Before thou sett’st thy foot upon the ladder’s upper

rung, the ladder of the mystic sounds, thou host to hear the
voice of thy INNER God in seven manners.
The word ”seven” is here, as so frequently, rather poetic
than mathematic; for there are many more. The verse also
reads as if it were necessary to hear all the seven, and this is
not the case—some will get one and some another. Some
students may even miss all of them.
(This might happen as the result of his having conquered,
and uprooted them, and ‘fried their seeds’ in a previous

birth.)

40. The ﬁrst is like the nightingale’s sweet voice chanting
a song of parting to its mater

The second comes as the sound of a silver cymbal of the
Dhydnis, awakening the twinkling stars.
The next is as the plaint melodious of the ocean—sprite imprisoned in its shell.
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And this is followed by the chant of Vina (the Hindu
lute).
The ﬁfth like sound of bamboo-ﬂute shrills in thine ear.
It changes next into a trumpet-blast.
The last vibrates like the dull rumbling of a thunder—cloud.
The seventh swallows all the other sounds. They die, and
then are heard no more.
The ﬁrst four are comparatively easy to obtain, and many
people can hear them at will. The last three are much rarer,
not necessarily because they are more difﬁcult to get, and
indicate greater advance, but because the protective en—
velope of the Adept is become so strong that they cannot
pierce it. The last of the seven sometimes occurs, not as a
sound, but as an earthquake, if the expression may be permitted. It is a mingling of terror and rapture impossible to
describe, and as a general rule it completely discharges the
energy of the Adept, leaving him weaker than an attack of
Malaria would do; but if the practice has been right, this
soon passes off, and the experience has this advantage, that
one is far less troubled with minor phenomena than before.
It is just possible that this is referred to in the Apocalypse
XVI, XVII, XVIII.

at the Master’s feet are
laid, then is the pupil merged into the ONE, as becomes that
41. When the six are slain and

One and lives therein.
The note tells that this refers to the six principles, so that
the subject is completely changed. By the slaying of the
principles is meant the withdrawal of the consciousness
from them, their rejection by the seeker of truth. Sabapaty
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Swami has an excellent method on these lines: it is given, in
an improved form, in LIBER HHH. [See THE EQUINOX

LV. 5.]

42. Before

that path is entered, thou must destroy thy

lunar body, cleanse thy mind body, and make clean thy

heart.
The Lunar body is Nephesh, and the Mind body Ruachx
The heart is Tiphareth, the centre of Ruach.

Eternal life’s pure waters, clear and crystal, with the
monsoon tempest’s muddy torrents cannot mingle.
43.

We are now again on the subject of suppressing thought.
The pure water is the stilled mind, the torrent the mind in—
vaded by thoughts.
44.

Heaven’s dew-drop glittering in the morn’s ﬁrst sun—

beam within the bosom of the lotus, when dropped on earth
becomes a piece of clay; behold, the pearl is now a speck of
mire.
This is not a mere poetic image. This dew—drop in the
lotus is connected with the mantra “Aum Mani Padmen
Hum,” and to what this verse really refers is known only to
members of the ninth degree of O.T.O.
45. Strive with thy thoughts unclean before they over—

power thee. Use them as they will thee, for if thou sparest
them and they take root and grow, know well, these thoughts
will overpower and kill thee. Beware, Disciple, suffer not,
e’en though it be their shadow, to approach. For it will grow,
increase in size and power, and then this thing of darkness
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will absorb thy being before thou hast well realized the black
foul monster’5 presence.
The text returns to the question of suppressing thoughts.
Verse 44 has been inserted where it is in the hope of deluding
the reader into the belief that it belongs to verses 43 and 45,

for the Arcanum which it contains is so dangerous that it
must be guarded in all possible ways. Perhaps even to call
attention to it is a blind intended to prevent the reader from
looking for something else.
46. Before the “mystic Power” can make of thee a Gad,

Lauoa, thou must have gained the faculty to slay thy lunar
form at will.
It is now evident that by destroying or slaying is not
meant a permanent destruction. 11 you can slay a thing at
will it means that you can revive it at will, for the word
“faculty” implies repeated action.
47. The Self of Matter and the SELF of Spirit can never
meet. One of the twain must disappear; there is no place for

both.

This is a very difﬁcult verse, because it appears so easy.
It is not merely a question of Advaitism, it refers to the
spiritual marriage. [Advaitism is a spiritual Monism.-—
ED.]
48.

Ere thy Soul’s mind can understand, the bud of per-

sonality must be crushed out; the worm of senxe destroyed
past resurrection.
This is again ﬁlled with deeper meaning than that which
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appears on the surface. The words “bud” and “worm”
form a clue.
49. Thou canst not travel on the

path before thou hast

become that Path itself.
Compare the scene in Parsifal, where the scenery comes
to the knight instead of the knight going to the scenery. But
there is also implied the doctrine of the Tao, and only one
who is an accomplished Taoist can hope to understand this
verse. (See “The Hermit of Esopus Island,” part of the
Magical Record of 666, to be published in THE EQUINOX,
Vol. III.)
50. Let thy Soul lend its ear to every cry of pain like as the

lotus bares its heart to drink the morning sun.
51. Let not the ﬁerce sun dry one tear of pain before thyself hast wiped it from the sufferer’s eye.
52. But let each burning human tear drop 011 thy heart
and there remain; nor ever brush it oﬁ‘, until the pain that
caused it is removed.
This is a counsel never to forget the original stimulus
which has driven you to the Path, the ‘ﬁrst noble truth.’
Everything is now “good.” This is why verse 53 says that
these tears are the streams that irrigate the ﬁelds of charity
immortal. (Tears, by the way. Think!)
53. These tears, Ο thou of

heart most merciful, these are

the streams that irrigate the ﬁelds of charity immortal. ’Tis
011 such soil that grows the midnight blossom of Buddha,
more diﬁicult to ﬁnd, more rare to view, than is the ﬂower of
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the Vagay tree. It is the seed of freedom from rebirth. I t
isolates the Arhat both from strife and lust, it leads him
through the ﬁelds of Being nnto the peace and bliss known
only in the land of Silence and N on—Being.
The “midnight blossom” is a phrase connected with the
doctrine of the Night of Pan, familiar to Masters of the
Temple. “The Poppy that ﬂowers in the dusk” is another
name for it. A most secret Formula of Magick is connected
with this “Heart of the Circle.”
54. Kill out desire; but

if than killest it, take heed lest

from the dead it should again rise.

By “desire” in all mystic treatises of any merit is meant
tendency. Desire is manifested universally in the law of
gravitation, in that of chemical attraction, and so on ; in fact,
everything that is done is caused by the desire to do it, in this
technical sense of the word. The ‘midnight blossom’ implies
a certain monastic Renunciation of all desire, which reaches
to all planes. One must however distinguish between desire, which means unnatural attraction to an ideal, and love,
which is natural Motion.
55. Kill love of life; but if thau slayest Tanhd, let this not
be for thirst of life eternal, but to replace the ﬂeeting by the

everlasting.
This particularises a special form of desire. The English
is very obscure to any one unacquainted with Buddhist literature. The “everlasting” referred to is not a life—condition
at all. [Tanha is the instinct of self-preservation]
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Desire nothing. C hafe not at Karma, nor at Natnre’s
changeless laws. Bnt struggle only with the personal, the
transitory, the evanescent and the perishable.
The words “desire nothing” should be interpreted posi—
tively as well as negatively. The main sense of the rest of
the verse is to advise the Disciple to work, and not to com—
56.

plain.
57. Help

Natnre and work on with her; and N atnre will

regard thee as one of her creators and make obeisance.

Although the object of the Disciple is to transcend Law,
he must work through Law to attain this end.
It may be remarked that this treatise—and this comment
for the most part—is written for disciples of certain grades
only. It is altogether inferior to such Books as LIBER CXI
Aleph; but for that very reason, more useful, perhaps, to the
average seeker.

And she will open wide before thee the portals of her
secret chambers, lay bare before thy gaee the treasnres hidden in the depths of her pure virgin bosom. Unsnllied by the
hand of matter, she shows her treasures only to the eye of
spirit—the eye which never closes, the eye for which there is
no veil in all her kingdoms.
This verse reminds one of the writings of Alchemists; and
it should be interpreted as the best of them would have interpreted it.
58.

59. Then will she show thee the means and way, the ﬁrst
gate and the second, the third, up to the very seventh. And
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then, the goal; beyond which lie, bathed in the sunlight of
the Spirit, glories untold, unseen by any save the eye of Soul.
These gates are described in the third treatise. The words
“spirit” and “soul” are highly ambiguous, and had better be
regarded as poetic ﬁgures, without a technical meaning
being sought.
60. There is but one road to the Path: at its very end alone
the voice of Silence can be heard. The ladder by which the

candidate ascends is formed of rungs of suﬁ‘ering and pain:
these can be silenced only by the voice of virtue. Woe, then,
to thee, Disciple, if there is one single vice thou hast left
behind; for then the ladder will give way and overthrow
thee; its foot rests in the deep mire of thy sins and failings,
and ere thou canst attempt to cross this wide abyss of matter, thou hast to lave thy feet in Waters of Renunciation.
Beware lest thou shouldst set a foot still soiled upon the ladder’s lowest rung. Woe unto him who dares pollute one
rung with rniry feet. The foul and viscous rnud will dry,
become tenacious, then glue his feet unto the spot; and like a
bird caught in the wily fowler’s lirne, he will be stayed from
further progress. His vices will take shape and drag him
down. His sins will raise their voices like as the jackal’s
laugh and sob after the sun goes down; his thoughts become
an army, and bear him oﬁ‘ a captive slave.
A warning against any impurity in the original aspiration
of the Disciple. By impurity is meant, and should always
be meant, the mingling (as opposed to the combination) of
two things. Do one thing at a time. This is particularly
necessary in the matter of the aspiration. For if the aspiration be in any way impure, it means divergence in the will
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itself; and this is will’s one fatal ﬂaw. It will however be understood that aspiration constantly changes and develops
with progress. The beginner can only see a certain distance.
Just so with our ﬁrst telescopes we discovered many new
stars, and with each improvement in the instrument we have
discovered more. The second and more obvious meaning in
the verse preaches the practice of Yama, Niyama, before
serious practice is started, and this in actual life means, map
out your career as well as you can. Decide to do so many
hours’ work a day in such conditions as may be possible. It
does not mean that you should set up neuroses and hysteria
by suppressing your natural instincts, which are perfectly
right on their own plane, and only wrong when they invade
other planes, and set up alien tyrannies.
61. Kill thy desires, Lanoo, make thy vices impotent, ere

the ﬁrst step is taken an the solemn journey.
By “desires” and “vices” are meant those things which
you yourself think to be inimical to the work; for each man
they will be quite different, and any attempt to lay down a
general rule leads to worse than confusion.
62.

Strangle thy sins and make them dnmb for ever, be-

fore thou dost lift one foot to monnt the ladder.
This is merely a repetition of verse 61 in different language. But remember: “The word of Sin is Restriction.”
“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.”
63. Silence thy thoughts and ﬁx thy whole attention on

thy Master, whom yet than dost not see, but whom than
feelest.
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This again commands the stilling of thoughts. The previous verses referred rather to emotions, which are the great
stagnant pools on which the mosquito thought breeds. Emo—
tions are objectionable, as they represent an invasion of the
mental plane by sensory or moral impressions.
64. Merge into one sense thy senses, if than wanld’st be
secnre against the foe. ’Tis by that sense alone which lies

Concealed within the hollow of thy brain, that the steep Path
which leadeth to thy Master may be disclosed before thy
Sanl’s dim eyes.
This verse refers to a Meditation practice somewhat similar to those described in Liber 831. (See THE EQUINox.)
'

65. Long and weary is the way before thee, Ο Disciple.

One single thought abont the past that than hast left behind,
will drag thee dawn, and than wilt have to start the Climb
anew.
Remember Lot’s wife.
66. Kill in thyself all memory of past experiences. Look

not behind or than art lost.
Remember Lot’s wife.
It is a division of Will to dwell in the past. But one’s past
experiences must be built into one’s Pyramid, as one ad—
vances, layer by layer. One must also remark that this
verse only applies to those who have not yet come to recon—
cile past, present, and future. Every incarnation is a Veil
of Isis.

67. Do not believe that lnst can ever be killed aut if gratiﬁed or satiated, for this is an abomination inspired by Mara.
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It is by feeding nice that it expands and waxes strong, like

to the worm that fattenx an the blossoni’s heart.
This verse must not be taken in its literal sense. Hunger
is not conquered by starvation. One’s attitude to all the
necessities which the traditions of earthly life involve should
he to rule them, neither by mortiﬁcation nor by indulgence.
In order to do the work you must keep in proper physical and
mental condition. Be sane. Asceticism always excites the
mind, and the object of the Disciple is to calm it. However,
ascetic originally meant athletic, and it has only acquired its
modern meaning on account of the corruptions that crept
into the practices used by those in ‘training.’ The prohibitions, relatively valuable, were exalted into general rules.
To ‘break training’ is not a sin for any one who is not in
training Incidentally, it takes all sorts to make a world.
Imagine the stupidity of a universe full of Arhansl All work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy.

its parent
stern, before the parasite has eaten through itr heart and
68. The rose must re-become the bad, born of

drunk its life sap.
The English is here ambiguous and obscure, but the
meaning is that it is important to achieve the Great Work
while you have youth and energy.
69. The golden tree puts forth its jewel-buds before its
trunk is withered by the storrn.

Repeats this in clearer language.

70. The Puþil must regain

THE CHILD—STATE ΗΕ

HASLOST ere the ﬁrst sonnd can fall uþou his ear.
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Compare the remark of ‘Christ,’ “Except ye become as
little children ye shall in no wise enter into the Kingdom of
Heaven,” and also, “Ye must be born again.” It also refers
to the overcoming of shame and of the sense of sin. If you
think the Temple of the Holy Ghost to be a pig-stye, it is certainly improper to perform therein the Mass of the Graal.
Therefore purify and consecrate yourselves; and then,
Kings and Priests unto God, perform ye the Miracle of the
One Substance.
Here is written also the Mystery of Harpocrates. One
must become the ‘Unconseious’ (of Jung), the Phallic or
Divine Child or Dwarf—Self.
71. The light from the ONE MASTER, the one unfading

golden light of Spirit, shoot: its eﬂ‘ulgent beams on the Disciple from the very ﬁrst. Its rays thread through the thick,
dark clouds of Matter.
The Holy Guardian Angel is already aspiring to union
with the Disciple, even before his aspirationis formulated in
the latter.
72. Now here, now there, there

rays illumine it, like sun—

3parks light the earth through the thick foliage of jungle
growth. But, 0 Disciple, unlexs the ﬂesh is passive, head
cool, the Soul as ﬁrm and pure as flaming diamond, the radiance will not reach the CHAMBER, its sunlight will not
warm the heart, nor will the mystic sounds of Akäshic
heights reach the ear, however eager, at the initial stage.
The uniting of the Disciple with his Angel depends upon
the former. The Latter is always at hand. “Akashic
Heights”—the dwelling-place of Nuith.
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73. Unless thou heai" st, thou canst not see. Unless thou

seest, thou canst not hear.
second stage.

To hear and see, this is the

This is an obscure verse. It implies that the qualities of
ﬁre and Spirit commingle to reach the second stage. There
is evidently a verse missing, or rather omitted, as may be
understood by the row of dots; this presumably refers to the
third stage. This third stage may be found by the discern—
ing in Liber 83 I.
74. When the Disciple sees and hears, and when he smells

and tastes, eyes closed, ears shut, with mouth and nostrils
stopped; when the four senses blend and ready are to pass
into the ﬁfth, that of the inner touch—then into stage the
fourth he hath passed on.
The practice indicated in verse 74 is described in most
books upon the Tatwas. The oriﬁces of the face being covered with the ﬁngers, the senses take on a new shape,
75. And in the ﬁfth, Ο slayer of thy thoughts, all these
have to be killed beyond re—anirnation.
It is not sufﬁcient to get rid temporarily of one’s obstacles.
One must seek out their roots and destroy them, so that they

can never rise again. This involves a very deep psychological investigation, as a preliminary. But the whole matter is
one betweenthe Self and its modiﬁcations, not at all between
the Instrument and its gates. To kill out the sense of sight
is not achieved by removing the eyes. This mistake has done
more to obscure the Path than any other, and has been re—
sponsible for endless misery.
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76. Withhold thy mind from all external objects, all ex-

ternal sights. Withhold internal images, lest on thy Soullight a dark shadow they should cast.
This is the usual instruction once more, but, going further,
it intimates that the internal image or reality 01 the object
must be destroyed as well as the outer image and the ideal
image.
77. Thon art now in DHARANA, the sixth stage.

DHARANA has been explained thoroughly in Book 4,

q. v.
78. When than hast passed into the seventh, Ο happy one,
thon shalt perceive no more the sacred Three, for than shalt

have become that Three thyself. Thyself and mind, like
twins npon a line, the Star which is thy goal bnrns overhead.
The Three that dwell in glory and in bliss ineﬁable, now in
the World of Maya have lost their names. They have become one Star, the ﬁre that burns bnt scorches not, that ﬁre
which is the Upadhi of the Flame.
It would be a mistake to attach more than a poetic mean—
ing to these remarks upon the sacred Three; but Ego, non-

Ego, and That which is formed from their wedding, are here
referred to. There are two Triangles 01 especial importance
to mystics; one is the equilateral, the other that familiar to
the Past Master in Craft Masonry. The last sentence in the
text refers to the ‘Seed’ 01 Fire, the ‘Ace of Wands,’ the
‘Lion-Serpent,’ the ‘Dwarf-Self,’ the ‘Winged Egg,’ etc.,
etc., etc.

79. And this,

0 Yogi of snccess, is what men call Dhyana,

the right precursor of Samddhi.
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These states have been sufﬁciently, and much better, de-

scribed in Book 4. q. v.

80. And now thy Self is lost in SELF, Thyself unto THY-

SELF, merged in THA T SELF from which thou ﬁrst
didst radiate.
In this verse is given a hint of the underlying philosophical theory of the Cosmos. See Liber CXI for a full and
proper account of this.

81. Where is thy individuality, Lanoo, where the Lanoo

himself? It is the spark lost in the ﬁre, the drop within the
Ocean, the ever—present ray become the ALL and the eternal
radiance.
Again principally poetical. The man is conceived as a
mere accretion about his ‘Dwarf—Self,’ and he is now wholly
absorbed therein. For IT is also ALL, being of the Body of
Nuith.
82. And now, Lanoo, thou

art the doer and the witness,

the radiator and the radiation, Light in the Sound, and the
Sound in the Light.
Important, as indicating the attainment of a mystical
state, in which you are not only involved in an action, but
apart from it. There is a higher state described in the Bha—
gavad Gita. “I who am all, and made it all, abide its sepa—
rate Lord.”
83. Thou art acquainted with the ﬁve impediments, Ο
blessed one. Thou art their conqueror, the Master of the

sixth, deliverer of the four modes of Truth. The light that
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falls upon them shines from thyself, Ο thou who wast Disciple, but art Teacher now.
The ﬁve impediments are usually taken to be the ﬁve
senses. In this case the term “Master of the sixth” becomes
of profound signiﬁcance. The ‘sixth sense’ is the race—
instinct, whose common manifestation is in sex; this sense is
then the birth of the Individual or Conscious Self with the
‘Dwarf—Self,’ the Silent Babe, Havrpocrates. The “four
modes of Truth” (noble Truths) are adequately described in
“Science and Buddhism.” [See Crowley, Collected Works]
84. And of these modes of

Truth:

H ast thou not passed through knowledge of all rnisery—truth the ﬁrst?

85

Host thou not conquered the Märäs' King at Tsi,
the portal of assembling—truth the second?

86.

Hast thou not sin at the third gate destroyed) and
truth the third attained?

87.

H ast thou not entered Tau, the ”Path” that leads to
knowledge—the fourth truth?

The reference to the “Maras’ King” confuses the second
truth with the third. [See “Science and Buddhism.”] The
third Truth is a mere corollary of the Second, and the Fourth
a Grammar of the Third.

rest ’neath the Bodhi tree, which is perfection of! all knowledge, for, know, thou art the Master of
SAMADHI—the state of faultless vision.
88. And now
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This account of Samadhi is very incongruous. Throughout the whole treatise Hindoo ideas are painfully mixed
with Buddhist, and the introduction of the ‘four noble truths’
comes very strangely as the precursor of verses 88 and 89.

hast become the Light, thou hast become the Sound, thau ort thy M aster and thy Gad. Thou art
THYSELF the object of thy search: the VOICE unbroken,
that resounds throughout eternities, exempt from change,
from sin exempt, the Seven Sound: in one,
THE VOICE OF THE SILENCE
89. Behold! thau

(Dm

(fat

Sat.

This is a pure peroration, and clearly involves an egocentric metaphysic.
The style of the whole treatise is characteristically occi—
dental.
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[FRAGMENT

n]

I. And now, Ο Teacher of Compassion, point than the
way to other men. Behold all those who, knocking for adrnisxion, await [.,-:] in ignorance and darkness to see the
gate of the Sweet Law ﬂnng open!
This begins with the word “And,” rather as if it were a
sequel to the “VOICE OF THE SILENCE.” It should not
be assumed that this is the case. However, assuming that
the ﬁrst Fragment explains the Path as far as Master of the
Temple, it is legitimate to regard this second Fragment, so
called, as the further instruction; for the Master of the Tem—
ple must leave his personal progress to attend to that of
other people, a task from which, I am bound to add, even the
most patient of Masters feels at times a tendency to revolt!

the Candidates:
Shalt not than, Master of thine own Mercy, reveal the doctrine of the Heart? Shalt than refnse to lead thy Servants
unto the Path of Liberation?
One is compelled to remark a certain ﬂavour of sentimentality in the exposition of the ‘Heart doctrine,’ perhaps due
to the increasing age and weight of the Authoress. The real
reason of the compassion (so—called) of the Master is a perfectly practical and sensible one. It has nothing to do with
2. The voice of
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the beautiful verses, “It is only the sorrows of others Cast
their shadows over me.” The Master has learnt the ﬁrst
noble truth: “Everything is sorrow,” and he has learnt that
there is no such thing as separate existence. Existence is
one. He knows these things as facts, just as he knows that
two and two make four. Consequently, although he has
found the way of escape for that fraction of consciousness
which he once called “I,” and although he knows that not
only that consciousness, but all other consciousnesses, are
but part of an illusion, yet he feels that his own task is not
accomplished while there remains any fragment of con—
sciousness thus unemancipated from illusion. Here we get
into very deep metaphysical difﬁculties, but that cannot be
helped, for the Master of the Temple knows that any state—
ment, however simple, involves metaphysical difﬁculties
which are not only difﬁcult, but insoluble. On the plane of
which Reason is Lord, all antinomies are irreconcilable. It
is impossible for any one below the grade of Magister
Templi even to begin to comprehend the resolution of them.
This fragment of the imaginary ‘Book of the Golden Precepts’ must be studied without ever losing sight of this fact.
Quoth the Teacher:
The Paths are two; the great Perfection: three; six are
the Vinne-s that transform the body into the Tree of Know3.

ledge.

The “Tree οἱ Knowledge” is of course another euphemism, the ”Dragon Tree” representing the uniting of the
straight and the curved. A further description of the Tree
under which Gautama sat and attained emancipation is unﬁt
for this elementary comment. Aum Mani Padmen Hum.
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shall approach them?
Who shall ﬁrst enter them?
Who shall ﬁrst hear the doctrine of two Paths in one, the
truth unveiled about the Secret Heart? The Law which,
shunning learning, teaches Wisdom, reveals a tale of woe!
This expression “two Paths in one” is intended to convey
a hint that this fragment has a much deeper meaning than
is apparent. The key should again be sought in Alchemy.
4. Who

Alas, alas, that all men should possess Alaya, be one
with the Great Soul, and that, possessing it, Alaya should so
little avail them!
5.

6. Behold how like the moon, reﬂected in the tranquil
waves, Alaya is reﬂected by the small and by the great, is

mirrored in the tiniest atoms, yet fails to reach the heart of
all. Alas, that so few men should proﬁt by the gift, the priceless boon of learning truth, the right perception of existing
things, the knowledge of the non-existent!
This is indeed a serious metaphysical complaint. The solution of it is not to be found in reason.
Saith the Pupil:
Ο Teacher, what shall 1 do to reach Wisdom?
Ο Wise One, what, to gain perfection?

7.

8. Search for the Paths. But, Ο Lanoo, be of clean heart
before thou startest on thy journey. Before thou takest thy

ﬁrst step, learn to discern the real from the false, the everfleeting from the ever—lasting. Learn above all to separate
Head-learning from Soul—wisdom, the ”Eye” from the
“Heart” doctrine.
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The Anthoress of these treatises is a little exacting in the
number of things that you have to do before you take your
ﬁrst step, most of them being things which more nearly resemble the difﬁculties 01 the last step. But by learning to
distinguish the “real from the false” is only meant a sort of
elementary discernment between things that are worth having and those that are not worth having, and, of course, the
perception will alter with advance in knowledge. By “Headlearning" is meant the contents of the Ruach (mind) or
Manas. Chiah is sub-consciousness in its best sense, that
subliminal which is sublime. The “Eye” doctrine then
means the exoteric, the “Heart” doctrine the esoteric. Of
course, in a more secret doctrine still, there is an Eye Doctrine which transcends the Heart Doctrine as that transcends this lesser Eye Doctrine.
9. Yea, ignorance is like unto a closed and airless vessel;

the soul a bird shut up within. It warbles not, nor can it stir
a feather; but the songster mute and torpid sits, and of
exhaustion dies.
The Soul, Atma, despite its possession of the attributes
omniscience, omnipotence, omnipresence, etc., is entirely
bound and blindfolded by ignorance. The metaphysical
puzzle to which this gives rise cannot be discussed here—it
is insoluble by reason, though one may call attention to the
inherent incommensurability of a postulated absolute with
an observed relative.
10.

But even ignorance is better than H ead-learning with

no Soul-wisdom to illumine and guide it.
The word “better” is used rather sentimentally, for, as

“It
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is better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at
all,” so it is better to be a madman than an idiot. There is
always a chance of putting wrong right. As, however, the
disease 01 the age is intellectualism, this lesson is well to
teach. Numerous sermons on this point will be found in
many of the writings of Frater Perdurabo.

II. The seeds of Wisdom cannot sprout and grow in air-

less space. To live and reap experience, the mind needs
breadth and depth and points to draw it towards the Dia—
mond Soul. Seek not those points in Maya’s realm; but soar
beyond illusions) search the eternal and the changeless SA T,

mistrusting fancy’s false suggestions.

Compare what is said in Book 4, Part II, about the Sword.
In the last part of the verse the adjuration is somewhat obvi—
ous, and it must be remembered that with progress the
realm 01 Maya constantly expands as that of Sat diminishes.
In orthodox Buddhism this process continues indeﬁnitely.
There is also the resolution SAT=ASAT.
12.

For mind is like a mirror; it gathers dust while it re—

It needs the gentle breezes

of Soul—wisdom to brush
away the dust of our illusions. Seek, Ο Beginner, to blend
thy Mind and Soul.
The charge is to eliminate rubbish from the Mind, and
teaches that Soul-wisdom is the selective agent. But these
Fragments will be most shamefully misinterpreted if a trace
of sentimentality is allowed to creep in. “Soul—wisdom”
does not mean ‘piety’ and ‘nobility’ and similar conceptions,
which only ﬂourish where truth is permanently lost, as in
44
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England. Soul—wisdom here means the Will. You should
eliminate from your mind anything which does not subserve
your real purpose. It was, however, said in verse I I that the
“mind needs breadth,” and this also is true, but if all the
facts known to the Thinker are properly co-ordinated and
connected causally, and by necessity, the ideal mind will be
attained, for although complex it will be uniﬁed. And if the
summit of its pyramid be the Son], the injunction in this
verse 12 to the Beginner will be properly observed.
Shun ignorance and likewise shun illusion. Avert thy
face from world deceptions: mistrust thy senses; they are
false. But within thy body—the shrine of thy sensations—
seek in the Impersonal for the “Eternal Man”; and having
sought him out, look inward: thou art Buddha.
“Shun ignorance”: Keep on acquiring facts.
“Shun illusion”: Refer every fact to the ultimate reality.
“Interpret every phenomenon as a particular dealing of God
with your Soul.”
“Mistrust thy senses”: Avoid superﬁcial judgment of the
facts which they present to you.
The last paragraph gives too succinct a statement of the
facts. The attainment of the knowledge of the Holy Guardian Angel is only the “next step.” It does not imply Bud—
dhahood by any means.
13.

Shun praise, O Devotee. Praise leads to self-delusion.
Thy body is not Self, thy SELF is in itself without a body)
and either praise or blame aﬁects it not.
Pride is an expansion of the Ego, and the Ego must be
destroyed. Pride is its protective sheath, and hence excep—
14.
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tionally dangerous, but this is a mystical truth concerning
the inner life. The Adept is anything but a “creeping Jesus.”
15. Self—gratnlation, Ο Disciple, is like nnto a lofty

tower,

up which a haughty fool has climbed. Thereon he sits in
pridefnl solitude and nnperceived by any but himself.
Develops this: but, this treatise being for beginners as
well as for the more advanced, a sensible commonplace reason is given for avoiding pride, in that it defeats its own
object.

False learning is rejected by the Wise, and scattered
to the Winds by the Good Law. Its wheel revolves for all,
the hnrnble and the proud; the “Doctrine of the Heart” for
the elect. The ﬁrst repeat in pride: “Behold, I knovzf’; the
last, they who in hnnibleness have garnered, low confess:
”Thus have I heard.”
Continues the subject, but adds a further Word to discriminate from Daath (knowledge) in favour of Binah (understanding).
16.

17.

“Great Sifter” is the name of the ”Heart Doctrine,”

O Disciple.

This explains the “Heart Doctrine” as a process of continual elimination which refers both to the aspirants and to
the thoughts.
the Good Law moves swiftly on. It
grinds by night and day. The worthless hnsks it drives from
out the golden grain, the refnse from the flour. The hand of
Karma gnides the wheel; the revolntions mark the beatings
of the Karmic heart.
18. The wheel of
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The subject of elimination is here further developed. The
favourite Eastern image of the Wheel of the Good Law is
difﬁcult to Western minds, and the whole metaphor appears
to us somewhat confused.
Trne knowledge is the ﬂonr, false learning is the husk.
If than wonld’st eat the bread of Wisdom, thy ﬂonr thau
hast to knead with Amrita’s clear waters. Bnt if than
kneadest husks with M äyä's dew, thon must create bnt food
for the black doves of death, the birds of birth, decay and
sorrow.
“Amrita” means not only Immortality, but is the techni—
cal name of the Divine force which descends upon man, but
which is burnt up by his tendencies, by the forces which
make him what he is. It is also a certain Elixir which is the
Menstruum of Harpocrates.
Amrita here is best interpreted thus, for it is in opposition
to “Maya.” To interpret illusion is to make confusion more
19.

confused.
20.

If than art told that to become Arhan than hast to

cease to love all beings—tell them they lie.
Here begins an instruction against Asceticism, which has
always been the stumbling block most dreaded by the wise.
‘Christ’ said that John the Baptist came neither eating nor
drinking, and the people called him mad. He himself came
eating and drinking; and they called him a gluttonous man
and a wine bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners. The
Adept does what he likes, or rather what he wills, and allows
nothing to interfere with it, but because he is ascetic in the
sense that he has no appetite for the stale stupidities which
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fools call pleasure, people expect him to refuse things both
natural and necessary. Some people are so hypocritical that
they claim their dislikes as virtue, and so the poor, weedy,
unhealthy degenerate who cannot smoke because his heart
is out of order, and cannot drink because his brain is too
weak to stand it, or perhaps because his doctor has forbidden
him to do either for the next two years, the man who is
afraid of life, afraid to do anything lest some result should
follow, is acclaimed as the best and greatest of mankind.
It is very amusing in England to watch the snobbishness,
particularly of the middle classes, and their absurd aping of
their betters, while the cream of the jest is that the morality
to which the middle classes cling does not exist in good society. Those who have Master Souls refuse to be bound by
anything but their own wills. They may refrain from cer—
tain actions because their main purpose would be interfered
with, just as a man refrains from smoking if he is training
for a boat-race; and those in whom cunning is stronger than
self—respect sometimes dupe the populace by ostentatiously
refraining from certain actions, while, however, they perform them in private. Especially of recent years, some
Adepts have thought it wise either to refrain or to pretend to
refrain from various things in order to increase their inﬂu—
ence. This is a great folly. What is most necessary to dem—
onstrate is that the Adept is not less but more than a man.
It is better to hit your enemy and be falsely accused of malice, than to refrain from hitting him and be falsely accused
of cowardice.
21.

If thou art told that to gain liberation thou host to

hate thy mother and diri'egard thy
48
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father and call him “houreholden”; for man and beat all

pity to renounce—tell them their tongue is false.
This verse explains that the Adept has no business to
break up his domestic circumstances. The Rosicrucian Doc—
trine that the Adept should be a man of the world, is much
nobler than that of the hermit. If the Ascetic Doctrine is
carried to its logical conclusion, a stone is holier than Buddha himself. Read, however, Liber CLVI.
22. Thus teach the T’i‘ethikas, the unbelievers.

It is a little difﬁcult to justify the epithet “unbeliever”—it
seems to me that on the contrary they are the believers.

Scepticism is sword and shield to the wise man.
But by scepticism one does not mean the sneering inﬁdel—
ity of a Bolinbroke, or the gutter-snipe agnosticism of a
Harry Boulter, which are crude remedies against a very

vulgar colic.
23.

If thou art taught that sin is born of action and blisr

of absolute inaction, then tell them that they err. Non-17ermanence of human action, deliverance of mind from thraldam by the cessation of sin and faults, are not for “Deva
Egor.” Thus saith the “Doctrine of the Heart.”
This Doctrine is further developed. The term “Deva
Egos” is again obscure. The verse teaches that one should
not be afraid to act. Action must be fought by reaction, and
tyranny will never be overthrown by slavish submission to
it. Cowardice is conquered by a course of exposing oneself
unnecessarily to danger. The desire of the flesh has ever
grown stronger for ascetics, as they endeavoured to combat
it by abstinence, and when with old age their functions are
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atrophied, they proclaim vaingloriously “I have conquered.”
The way to conquer any desire is to understand it, and free—
dom consists in the ability to decide whether or no you will
perform any given action. The Adept should always be
ready to abide by the toss of a coin, and remain absolutely
indifferent as to whether it falls head or tail.
24. The Dharma (law) of the ”Eye” is the embodiment of

the external, and the non-existing.
By “non-existing” is meant the lower Asat. The word
is used on other occasions to mean an Asat which is higher
than, and beyond, Sat.

Dharma of the “Heart” is the embodiment of
Bodhi, the Permanent and Everlastingi
25. The

“Bodhi” implies the root “Light” in its highest sense of
L.V.X. But, even in Hindu Theory, waw-a þu.
26. The Lamp bnrns bright when wick and oil are clean.

To make them clean a cleaner is reqnired, The ﬂame feel:
not the process of the cleaning. “The branches of the tree
are shaken by the wind; the trnnk remains unmoved.”
This verse again refers to the process of selection and
elimination already described. The aspiration must be con—
sidered as unaffected by this process except in so far as it
becomes brighter and clearer in consequence of it. The last
sentence seems again to refer to this question of asceticism.
The Adept is not affected by his actions.
27. Both action and inaction may ﬁnd room in thee; thy

body agitated, thy mind tranqnil, thy Sonl as limpid as a
mountain lake.
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This repeats the same lesson. The Adept may plunge into
the work of the world, and undertake his daily duties and
pleasures exactly as another man would do, but he is not
moved by them as the other man is.
28. Wouldst thou become a Yogi of "Time’s Circle”?

Then,

0 Lanoo:

that sitting in dark forests, in proud
seclusion and apart from men; believe thou not that life on
roots and plants, that thirst assuaged with snow from the
great Range—believe thou not, Ο Devotee, that this will
29. Believe than not

lead thee to the goal of ﬁnal liberation.

that breaking bone, that rending ﬂesh and
muscle, unites thee to thy “Silent Self.” Think not that when
the sins of thy gross form are conquered, Ο Victim of thy
Shadows, thy duty is accomplished by nature and by man.
Once again the ascetic life is forbidden. It is moreover
shown to be a delusion that the ascetic life assists liberation.
The ascetic thinks that by reducing himself to the condition
of a vegetable he is advanced upon the path of Evolution. It
30. Think not

is not so. Minerals have no inherent power of motion save
intramolecularly. Plants grow and move, though but little.
Animals are free to move in every direction, and space itself
is no hindrance to the higher principles of man. Advance is
in the direction of more continuous and more untiring

energy.
31. The blessed ones have scorned to do so. The Lion of

the Law, the Lord of M ercy, perceiving the true cause of hu—
man woe, immediately forsook the sweet but selﬁsh rest of
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quiet wilds. From Aranyani He became the Teacher of mankind. After fulai had entered the Nirvana, He preached on
mount and plain, and held discourses in the cities, to Devas,
men and Gods.
Reference is here made to the attainment of the Buddha.
It was only after he had abandoned the Ascetic Life that he
attained, and so far from manifesting that attainment by
non—action, he created a revolution in India by attacking the
Caste system, and by preaching his law created a Karma so
violent that even to-day its primary force is still active. The
present ‘Buddha,’ the Master Therion, is doing a similar, but
even greater work, by His proclamation: Do what thou wilt
shall be the whole of the Law.
32. Sow kindly acts and thou shalt reap their fruition.

In-

action in a deed of mercy becomes an action in a deadly sin.
Thus saith the Sage.
This continues the diatribe against non-action, and points
out that the Ascetic is entirely deluded when he supposes
that doing nothing has no effect. Το refuse to save life is
murder.
33. Shalt thou abstain from action? Not so shall gain thy

Soul her freedom. To reach Nirvana one must reach Self—
Knowledge, and Self—Knowledge is of loving deeds the child.
Continues the subject. The basis of knowledge is experience.

H 07/6 patience, Candidate, as one who fears no failure,
courts no success. Fix thy Soul’s gaze upon the star whose
34.

ray thou art, the ﬂaming star that shines within the lightless
depths of ever-being, the boundless ﬁelds of the Unknown.
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The Candidate is exhorted t0 patience and one—pointed—
ness, and, further, to an indifference to the result which
comes of true conﬁdence that that result will follow. Cf.
Liber CCXX. I. “For pure will, unassuaged of purpose, de—
livered from the lust of result, is every way perfect.”
35. Have perseverance as one who doth for everniore en-

dure. Thy shadows live and vanish; that which in thee shall
live for ever, that which in thee knows, for it is knowledge, is
not of ﬂeeting life: it is the Man that was, that is, and will be,

for whom the honr shall never strike.

Compare Levi’s aphorism, “The Magician should work as
though he had omnipotence at his command and eternity at
his disposal.” Do not imagine that it matters whether you
ﬁnish the task in this life or not. Go on quietly and steadily,
unmoved by anything whatever.
36.

If thon wonldst reap sweet peace and rest, Disciple,

sow with the seeds of merit the ﬁelds of future harvests. Accept the woes of birth.
Accept the Laws of Nature and work with them. Do not
be always trying to take short cuts. Do not complain, and
do not be afraid of the length of the Path. This treatise
being for beginners, reward is offered. And-«it is really
worth while. One may ﬁnd oneself in the Ofﬁce of a Buddha.
“Yea, cried the Holy One, and from Thy spark will I the
Lord kindle a great light; I will burn through the grey city
in the old and desolate land; I will cleanse it from its great
impurity.
“And thou, O prophet, shalt see these things, and thou
shalt heed them not.
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“Now is the Pillar established in the Void; now is Asi fulﬁlled of Asar; now is Hoor-let down into the Animal Soul of
Things like a ﬁery star that falleth upon the darkness of the
earth.
“Through the midnight thou art dropt, Ο my child, my
conqueror, my sword-girt captain, Ο Hoor! and they shall
ﬁnd thee as a black gnarl’d glittering stone, and they shall
worship thee.”
37. Step out from sunlight into shade, to make more room

for others. The tears that water the parched soil of pain and
sorrow bring forth the blossoms and the fruits of Karmic
retribution. Out of the furnace of man’s life and its black
smoke, winged ﬂames arise, ﬂames puriﬁed, that soaring
onward, ’neath the Karmic eye, weave in the end the fabric
gloriﬁed of the three vestures of the Path:
Now the discourse turns to the question of the origin of
Evil. The alchemical theory is here set forth. The ﬁrst
matter of the work is not so worthy as the elixir, and it must
pass through the state of the Black Dragon to attain thereto.
38. These vestures are: Nirmanakaya, Sambhogakaya,

Dharmakaya, robe Sublime.
The Nirmanakaya body is the ‘Body of Light’ as described
in Book 4, Part III. But it is to be considered as having been
developed to the highest point possible that is compatible
with incarnation.
The Sambhogakaya has ‘three perfections’ added, socalled. These would prevent incarnation.
The Dharmakaya body is what may be described as the
ﬁnal sublimation of an individual. It is a bodiless ﬂame on
the point of mingling with the inﬁnite ﬂame. A description
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of the state of one who is in this body is given in “The Hermit of Esopus Island.”
Such is a rough account of these ‘robes’ according to Mme.
Blavatsky. She further adds that the Dharmakaya body
has to be renounced by anyone who wants to help humanity.
Now, helping humanity is a very nice thing for those who
like it, and no doubt those who do so deserve well of their fellows. But there is no reason whatever for imagining that to
help humanity is the only kind of work worth doing in this
universe. The feeling of desire to do so is a limitation and a
drag just as bad as any other; and it is not at all necessary to
make all this fuss about Initiation and all the rest of it. The
universe is exceedingly elastic, especially for those who are
themselves elastic. Therefore, though of course one cannot
remember humanity when one is wearing the Dharmakaya
body, one can hang the Dharmakaya body in one’s magical
wardrobe, with a few camphor-balls to keep the moths out,
and put it on from time to time when feeling in need of refreshment In fact, one who is helping humanity is constantly in need of a wash and brush-up from time to time.
There is nothing quite so contaminating as humanity, especially Theosophists, as Mme. Blavatsky herself discovered.
But the best of all lustrations is death, in which all things
unessential to progress are burned up. The plan is much
better than that of the Elixir of Life. It is perfectly all right
to use this Elixir for energy and youth, but despite all, im—
pressions keep on cluttering up the mind, and once in a while
it is certainly a splendid thing for everybody to have the
Spring Cleaning of death.
With regard to one’s purpose in doing anything at all, it
depends on the nature of one’s Star. Blavatsky was horribly
hampered by the Trance of Sorrow. She could see nothing
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else in the world but helping humanity. She takes no no—
tice whatever of the question of progress through other

planets.
Geocentricity is a very pathetic and amusingly childish
characteristic of the older schools. They are always talking
about the ten thousand worlds, but it is only a ﬁgure of
speech. They do not believe in them as actual realities. It
is one of the regular Oriental tricks to exaggerate all sorts of
things in order to impress other people with one’s knowledge,
and then to forget altogether to weld this particular piece of
information on to the wheel of the Law. Consequently, all
Blavatsky’s talk about the sublimity of the Nirmanakaya
body is no more than the speech of a politician who is thank—
ing a famous general for having done some of his dirty work
for him.
39. The Shangna robe, ’tis true, can purchase light eter—

nal. The Shangna robe alone gives the Nirvana of destruction; it stops rebirth, but Ο Lanoo, it also kills compassion.
N0 longer can the perfect Buddhas, who don the Dharma—
käya glory, help rnan’s salvation. Alas! shall SEL VES be
sacriﬁced to Self; mankind, unto the weal of Units?
The sum of misery is diminished only in a minute degree
by the attainment of a Pratyeka—Buddha. The tremendous
energy acquired is used to accomplish the miracle of de—
struction. If the keystone of an arch is taken away the other
stones are not promoted to a higher place. They fall. [A
Pratyeka—Buddha is one who attains emancipation for him—
self alone—En]
(“Nirvana of destruction”! Nirvana means ‘cessation.’

What messy English!)
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40. Know, Ο beginner, this is the Open PATH, the way
το selﬁsh bliss, shunned by the Bodhisattvas of the “Secret

H eart,” the Buddhas of Compassion.

The words “selﬁsh bliss” must not be taken in a literal
sense. It is exceedingly difﬁcult to discuss this question.
The Occidental mind ﬁnds it difﬁcult even to attach any
meaning to the conditions of Nirvana. Partly it is the fault
of language, partly it is due to the fact that the condition of
Arhat is quite beyond thought. He is beyond the Abyss, and
there a thing is only true in so far as it is self-contradictory.
The Arhat has no self to be blissful. It is much simpler to
consider it on the lines given in my commentary το the last
verse.

41. Το live το beneﬁt mankind is the ﬁrst step. Το practise the six glorious 'z/irtues is the second.
42. Το don Nirmanaleaya’s humble robe is to forego eter-

nal bliss for Self, to help on man’s salvation. To reach Nirvana’s bliss but to renounce it, is the supreme, the ﬁnal step
wthe highest on Renunciation’s Path.
All this about Gautama Buddha having renounced Nir—
vana is apparently all a pure invention of Mme. Blavatsky,
and has no authority in the Buddhist canon. The Buddha is
referred to, again and again, as having “passed away by
that kind of passing away which leaves nothing whatever
behind.” The account of his doing this is given in the
Mahaparinibbana Sutta; and it was the contention of the
Theosophists that this “great, sublime, Nibbana story” was
something peculiar to Gautama Buddha. They began to
talk about Parinibbana, super—Nibbana, as if there were
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some way of subtracting one from one which would leave a
higher, superior kind of a nothing, or as if there were some
way of blowing out a candle which would leave Moses in a
much more Egyptian darkness than we ever supposed when
we were children
This is not science. This is not business. This is American Sunday journalism. The Hindu and the American are
very much alike in this innocence, this naiveté which de-

mands fairy stories with ever bigger giants. They cannot
bear the idea of anything being complete and done with. So,
they are always talking in superlatives, and are hard put to
it when the facts catch up with them, and they have to invent
new superlatives. Instead of saying that there are bricks of
various sizes, and specifying those sizes, they have a brick,
and a super-brick, and ‘one’ brick, and ‘some’ brick; and
when they have got to the end, they chase through the dictionary for some other epithet to brick, which shall excite the
sense of wonder at the magniﬁcent progress and super—prog—
ress—I present the American nation with this word—which
is supposed to have been made. Probably the whole thing is
a bluff without a single fact behind it. Almost the whole of
the Hindu psychology is an example of this kind of journal—
ism. They are not content with the supreme God. The
other man wishes to show off by having a supremer God
than that, and when a third man comes along and ﬁnds them
disputing, it is up to him to invent a supremest super—God.
It is simply ridiculous to try to add to the deﬁnition of
Nibbana by this invention of Parinibbana, and only talkers
busy themselves with these fantastic speculations. The se—
rious student minds his own business, which is the business
in hand. The President of a Corporation does not pay his
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bookkeeper to make a statement of the countless billions of
proﬁt to be made in some future year. It requires no great
ability to string a row of zeros after a signiﬁcant ﬁgure until
the ink runs out. What is wanted is the actual balance of
the week.
The reader is most strongly urged not to permit himself.
to indulge in fantastic ﬂights of thought, which are the poison of the mind, because they represent an attempt to run
away from reality, a dispersion of energy and a corruption
01 moral strength. His business is, ﬁrstly, to know himself ;
secondly, to order and control himself; thirdly, to develop
himself on sound organic lines little by little. The rest is
only leather and Prunella.
There is, however, a sense in which the service of human—
ity is necessary to the completeness of the Adept. He is not
to ﬂy away too far.
Some remarks on this course are given in the note to the
next verse.
The student is also advised to take note of the conditions
of membership of the A A
43. Know, Ο Disciple, this is the Secret PA TH, selected
by the Buddhas of Perfection, who sacriﬁced the SELF to

weaker Selves.
This is a statement of the conditions of performing the
Alchemical operation indicated in the injunction: “Coag—
ula." In “Solve” the Adept aspires upward. He casts off
everything that he has or is. But after reaching the supreme
triad, he aspires downward. He keeps on adding to all that
he has or is, but after another manner.
This part of our treatise is loathsomely sentimental twad59
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dle,

what America (God bless her!) calls ‘sob-stuff.’ When

tipsy old ladies become maudlin, it is time to go.

44. Yet, if the “Doctrine of the Heart” is too high—winged

for thee, if thau needest help thyself and fearest to oﬁer help

to others—then, than of timid heart, be warned in time: remain content with the "Eye Doctrine” of the Law. Hope
still. For if the “Secret Path" is nnattainable this “day,” it
is within thy reach ”To—marrow.” Learn that no efforts, not
the smallest—whether in right or wrong direction—can
vanish from the world of cansest E’en wasted smoke re—
mains not traceless. "A harsh word nttered in past lives is
not destroyed, but ever comes again.” The pepper plant will
not give birth to roses, nor the sweet jessamine’s silver star
to thorn or thistle turn.
Behold what is written for a Parable in the “Great Law”:
Let not the failure and the pain turn aside the worshippers. The foundations of
the pyramid were hewn in the living rock ere sunset; did the king weep at dawn
that the crown of the pyramid was yet unquarried in the distant land?
There was also an humming-bird that spake unto the horned cerastes, and prayed
him for poison. And the great snake of Khern the Holy One, the royal Uræus
serpent, answered him and said:
I sailed over the sky of Nu in the car called Millions-of—Years, and I saw not any
creature upon Seb that was equal to me, The venom of my fang is the inheritance of my father, and of my father’s father; and how shall I give it unto thee?
Live thou and thy children as I and my fathers have lived, even unto an hundred
millions of generations, and it may be that the mercy of the Mighty Ones may
bestow upon thy children a drop of the poison of eldi
Then the humming-bird was afﬂicted in his spirit, and he ﬂew unto the ﬂowers,
and it was as if naught had been spoken between them. Yet in a little while a
serpent struck him that he died,
But an Ibis that meditated upon the bank of Nile the beautiful God listened and
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heard. And he laid aside his Ibis ways, and became as a serpent, saying Peradventure in an hundred millions of millions of generations of my children, they
shall attain to a drop of the poison of the tang of the Exalted One.
And behold! ere the moon waxed thrice he became an Uraeus serpent, and the
poison of the fang was established in him and his seed even for ever and for ever.

45. Thou canst create this "day” thy chances for thy "to-

morrow.” In the "Great Journey,” causes sown each hour
hear each its harvest of effects, for rigid Justice rules the
World. With mighty sweep of never-erring action, it brings
to mortals lives of weal 07 woe, the Karmic progeny of all
our former thoughts and deeds.
46. Take them as much as merit hath in store

for thee, Ο

thou of patient heart. Be ofgood cheer and rest content with
fate. Such is thy Karma, the Karma of the cycle of thy
births, the destiny of those who, in their pain and sorrow, are
born along with thee, rejoice and weep from life to life,
chained to thy previous actions.
47. Act thou for them ”to-day,” and they will act for thee
“to—marrow.”

These verses conﬁrm what was said above with regard to
perseverance. Every cause has its effect. There is no
waste. There is no evasion.
48. ’Tis from the bud of Renunciation of the Self,

that

springeth the sweet fruit of ﬁnal Liberation.
This is again obscure, as the word “Self” means so many
things, and though many kinds of type have been employed
to spell it, clear deﬁnitions of what each type indicates are
lacking. It is here, however, the doctrine of the Two Paths
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which is taught. On reaching the highest grade of the second Order, that of Exempt Adept, there are two Paths open,
the right hand and the left. These are described at length in
Liber 418, and we must refer the Student to that book. But
the main point is that on the right hand path, stripping self,
the Adept becomes Nemo, the Master of the Temple, and returns across the abyss, or rather is ﬂung forth, and appears
in the Heaven of Jupiter—or sphere of another planet—as a
morning Star or an evening Star to bring light to them that
dwell upon the earth. On the left hand Path, the Adept,
wishing to keep all that he has, shuts himself up in a Tower
of Silence, there to suffer the progressively degrading agony
of slow dispersion. For on the right hand Path the Master
of the Temple is‘momentarily—after a fashion—at rest.
His intellectual and physical forces are acting in the world,
but his blood is in the Cup of Babalon, a draught to awaken
the Eld of the All—Father, and all that remains of him is a
little pile of dust which only waits the moment when it shall
be burnt to ashes.

fear of Μάνα refrains from helping man, lest he should act for Self. The
49. To perish doomed is he, who out of

pilgrim who would cool his weary limbs in running water,
yet dares not plunge for terror of the stream Vis/23 to suecumb from heat. Indetion based on selﬁsh fear can bear but
evil fruit.

A further warning against the doctrine of inaction. It is
extraordinary how the Author insists again and again on
this point. Orthodox Buddhism ostensibly teaches that
creation of any Karma whatever merely perpetuates “Sor—
row.”
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50. The selﬁsh devotee lives to no pnrpoxe. The

man who
does not go through his appointed work in life—ha: lived in
vain.
This verse repeats this lesson yet once more. It is another
way of saying: Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the
Law.
51. Follow the wheel of life; follow the wheel of dnty ta
race and kin, to friend and foe, and close thy mind to pleasures as to pain. Exhaust the law of Karmic retribntion.
Gain Siddhi: for thy fntnre birth.
This again states the same thing, urges the aspirant to
live his life fully on every plane, preserving, it is true, an indifference to all that he does, but only the inner indifference
of contempt, not the outer indifference of atrophy. Madame
Blavatsky herself smoked like a volcano, drank like a ﬁsh,
swore like a trooper, loved like a Cleopatra. She was right.
Read the Taoist instructions to this effect.
52.

If Snn than must not

be, then be the hnrnble planet.

Aye, if thou art debarred frorn ﬂaming like the noonday Snn
npon the snow-capped nionnt of parity eternal, then choose,
Ο Neophyte, a hnrnbler course.
There are a great many people who not only are without
marked capacity, but are obviously without any capacity at
all, for attainment even on a very modest scale. The question then arises as to whether they can ‘be any good.’ Unless
they are made to do something, they are likely to slip back
rather than to make progress. Fortunately, there is a way
through which they can make sure of acquiring the capacity
in their next incarnation. This way is Karma Yoga: devo-

tion through work to the Work.
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53. Point out the “Way”—however dimly, and lost

among the host—as does the evening star to those who tread
their path in darkness.
The principal method of Karma Yoga indicated is the
preaching of the good Law. Of course it will be understood
that anyone thus unfortunately situated cannot understand
the Law, but the Law is of such virtue that this is not a fatal
disadvantage. See Liber CCC.

(Mars), as in his crimson veils his
“Eye” sweeps over slnmbering Earth. Behold the ﬁery aiira
of the "H and” of Lhagpa (Mercnry) extended in protecting
54. Behold Migmar

love over the heads of his ascetics. Both are now servants to
Nyima (the Sun), left in his absence silent watchers in the
night. Yet both in Kalpas past were bright Nyimas, and
may in future "Days” again become two Suns. Sneh are the
falls and rises of the Karmic Law in N atnre.
The astronomy of the Author of this book is not equal to
her poetic prose. Mercury can hardly be said to have a ﬁery
aura, or to be a silent watcher in the night. Nor is it easy to

attach any meaning to the statement that Mars and Mer—
cury were once Suns. The theories of transmigration of

personality involved are a little diﬂicult!

0 Lanoo, like them.

Give light and comfort to the
toiling bilgrims, and seek ont him who knows still less than
than; who in his wretched desolation sits starving for the
bread of Wisdom and the bread which feeds the shadow,
without a Teacher, hoþe or consolation, and—let him hear
55. Be,

the Law.
This charge is very important to all Students of whatever
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grade. Everyone’s ﬁrst duty is to himself, and to his progress in the Path; but his second duty, which presses the ﬁrst
hard, is to give assistance to those not so advanced.
56. Tell him, Ο Candidate, that he who makes of pride
and self—regard bondmaidens to devotion; that he, who,

cleaving to existence, still lays 1115 patience and submission
to the Law, as a sweet ﬂower at the feet of Shakya-Thnb—pa,
becomes 0 Srotapatti in this birth. The Siddhis of perfection may loom far, far away; 17441 the ﬁrst step is taken, the
stream 15 entered, and he may gain the eyesight of the mann—
10144 eagle, the hearing of the timid doe.
It seems rather a bold assertion that Srotapatti is so easily
attained, and I know of no Canonical Buddhist authority for
this statement. (A Srotapatti becomes an Arahat in seven
more incarnations. “Siddhis”—magic powers.)
57. Tell him, Ο Aspirant,

that true devotion may bring

him back the knowledge, that knowledge which was his in
former births. The deva—sight and deva-hearing are not
obtained in one short birth.
The promise in this verse is less difﬁcult to believe. By
true devotion is meant a devotion which does not depend
upon its object. The highest kind of love asks for no return.
It is however misleading to say that “deva-sight and devahearing are not obtained in one short birth,” as that appears
to mean that unless you are born with them you can never
acquire them, which is certainly untrue. It is open to any
one to say to any one who has acquired them, that he must
have acquired them in a previous existence, but a more
stupid argument can hardly be imagined. It is an ex—ca—
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thedré statement, and it begs the question, and it contains
the same fallacy as is committed by those who suppose that
an uncreated God can explain an uncreated Universe.
58. Be humble, if thou would’st attain to Wisdom.
By humility is meant the humility of the scientiﬁc man.
59. Be humbler still, when Wisdom thou hast mastered.
This is merely a paraphrase of Sir Isaac Newton’s remark

about the child picking up shells.

60. Be like the Ocean which receives all streams and riv-

ers. The Ocean’s mighty calm remains unmoved; it feels
them not.
This verse has many possible interpretations, but its main
meaning is that you should accept the universe without
being affected by it.
61. Restrain by thy Divine thy lower Self.

“Divine” refers to Tiphareth. (See THE
62.

EQUINOX.)

Restrain by the Eternal the Divine.

“Eternal” refers to Kether. In these two verses the Path
is explained in language almost Qabalistic.
63. Aye (nr), great is he who is the slayer of desire.
By “desire” is again meant “tendency” in the technical

Buddhist sense. The Law of Gravitation is the most universal example of such a tendency.

64. Still greater he, in whom the Self Divine has slain the

very knowledge of desire.
This verse refers to a stage in which the Master has got
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entirely beyond the Law of cause and effect. The words
“Self Divine” are somewhat misleading in view of the sense
in which they have been used previously.
65. Gnard than the Lower lest it soil the Higher.
The Student is told to ‘guard’ the lower, that is to say he

should protect and strengthen it in every possible way, never
allowing it to grow disproportionately or to overstep its
boundaries.
66. The way to ﬁnal freedom is within thy SELF.

In this verse we ﬁnd the “SELF” identiﬁed with the Uni—

verse.
67. That way begins and ends ontside of Self.
The Ego, i.e. that which is opposed by the non—Ego, has to

be destroyed.

68. Unpraised by men and humble is the mother of all riv—

ers, in Tirthika’s prond sight; empty the hnman form
thongh ﬁlled with Amrita’s sweet waters, in the sight of
fools. Withal, the birthplace of the sacred rivers is the
sacred land, and he who Wisdom hath, is hononred by all
men.
This verse appears to employ a local metaphor, and as

Madame Blavatsky had never visited Tibet, the metaphor is
obscure, and the geography doubtful.

Arhans and Sages of the boundless Vision are rare as
is the blossom of the Udnmbara tree. Arhans are born at
midnight how, together with the sacred plant of nine and
seven stalks, the holy flower that opens and blooms in dark—
69.
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ness, out of the pure dew and on the frozen bed of snowcapped heights, heights that are trodden by no sinful foot.
We ﬁnd the talented Author again in difﬁculties, this time
with Botany. By the “boundless Vision” is not meant the
stupid Siddhi, but one of the forms of Samadhi, perhaps that
upon the snake Ananta, the great green snake that bounds
the Universe.

No Arhan, O Lanoo, becomes one in that birth when
for the ﬁrst time the Soul begins to long for ﬁnal liberation.
Yet, O thou anxious one, no warrior volunteering ﬁght in
70.

the ﬁerce strife between the living and the dead, not one
recruit can ever be refused the right to enter on the Path that
leads toward the ﬁeld of Battle. For either he shall win, or
he shall fail.
It is most important that the Master should not reject any
pupil. As it is written in Liber Legis, “He must teach, but
he may make severe the ordeals.” Compare also the 13th
ZEthyr, in Liber 418, where it is shown that Nemo has no
means of deciding which of his ﬂowers is the really important one, although assured that all will one day bloomi

if he conquers, Nirvana shall be his. Before he
casts his shadow of, his mortal coil, that pregnant cause of
anguish and illirnitable pain—in him will men a great and
71. Yea,

holy Buddha honour.

The words “mortal coil” suggest Stratiord—on—Avon
rather than Lhassa. The meaning of the verse is a little obscure. It is that the conqueror will be recognised as 3.
Buddha sooner or later. This is not true, but does not matter. My God! if one wanted ‘recognition’ from ‘men’! Help!
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if he falls, e’en then he does not fall in vain; the
enemies he slew in the last battle will not retnrn to life in the
next birth that will be his.
Further encouragement to proceed; for although you do
not attain everything, yet the enemies you have conquered
will not again attack you. In point of fact this is hardly
72. And

true. The conquest must be very complete for it to be so;
but they certainly recur with very diminished intensity.
Similar is the gradual immunization of man to syphilis,
which was a rapidly fatal disease when fresh. Now we all
have it in our blood, and are protected (to some extent, at
least) against the ladies.

But if thou wonld’st Nirvana reach, or cast the 177128
away, let not the frnit of action and inaction be thy motive,
73.

0 than of danntless heart.

This verse is again very obscure, from overloading. The
“fruit” and the “prize” both refer to Nirvana.
74. Know

that the Bodhisattva who Liberation changes

for Rennnciation to don the miseries of "Secret Life,” is
called "thrice H onoured," O thou candidate for woe throughcat the cycles.

This verse must not be interpreted as offering the inducement of the title of “thrice Honoured” to a Bodhisattva. It
is a mere eloquent appeal to the Candidate. This about woe
is awful. It suggests a landlady in Dickens who ’as seen
better days.
75. The PA TH

one, Disciple, yet in the end, twofold.
Marked are its stages by four and seven Portals. At one end
15
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—bli:s immediate, and at the other—bliss deferred. Both
are of merit the reward; the choice is thine.
The “four and seven Portals” refer, the ﬁrst to the four
stages ending in Arhat, the second to the Portals referred to
in the third Fragment.
76. The One become: Με two, the Open and the Secret.

The ﬁrst one leodeth to the goal, the second, to Self-Immutation.
The obvious meaning of the verse is the one to take.
However, I must again warn the reader against supposing
that “Self—Immolation” has anything to do with Sir Philip
Sidney, or the Sati of the Brahmin’s widow.
77. When to the Permanent is sacriﬁced the Mutable, the

prize is thine: the drop retnrneth whence it came. The Open
PA TH leads to the changelexs change—Nirvana, the glorious state of Absolnteness, the Bliss post hnrnan thought.
78. Thus, the ﬁrst Path is LIBERA TION.

But Path the second is RENUNCIA TION, and
therefore called the ”Path of Woe.”
There is far too much emotionalism in this part of the
79.

treatise, though perhaps this is the fault of the language; but
the attitude of contemplating the sorrow of the Universe
eternally is unmanly and unscientiﬁc. In the practical at—
tempt to aid suffering, the consciousness of that suffering is
lost. With regard to the Doctrine of Karma, argument is
nugatory. In one sense Karma cannot be interfered with,
even to the smallest extent, in any way, and therefore all
action is not truly cause, but effect. In another sense Zoroaster is right when he says “Theurgists fall not so low as to
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be ranked among the herd that are in subjection to fate."
Even if the will be not free, it must be considered as free,
or the word loses its meaning, There is, however, a much

deeper teaching in this matter.

80. That Secret Path leads the Arhah to mehtal woe 1m-

speakable; woe for the living Dead, and helpless pity for the
men of Karmic sorrow; the fruit of Karma Sages dare not
still.

Mental woe unspeakable—Rats! If we were to take all
this au grand sérieux, we should have to class H. Ρ. B. with
Sacher-Masoch. She does not seem to have any idea of
what an Arhan is, as soon as she plunges into one of these
orgies of moral ﬂagellation! Long before one becomes an
Arhan, one has completely cured the mind. One knows that
it is contradiction and illusion. One has passed by the
Abyss, and reached Reality. Now, although one is ﬂung
forth again across the Abyss, as explained in Liber
CDXVIII., and undergoes quite normal mental experiences,
yet they are no longer taken seriously, for they have not the

power to delude.
There is no question of Sages daring to still the fruit of
Karma. I do not quite know how one would set about stilling a fruit, by the way. But the more sage one is, the less
one wants to interfere with law. There is a special comment
upon this point in Liber Aleph. Most of the pleasures in
life, and most of the education in life, are given by superable
obstacles. Sport, including love, depends on the overcoming
of artiﬁcial or imaginary resistances. Golf has been deﬁned
as trying to knock a little ball into a hole with a set of in—
struments very ill-adapted for the purpose. In Chess one is
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bound by purely arbitrary rules. The most successful
courtesans are those who have the most tricks in their bags.
I will not argue that this complexity is better than the Way
of the Tao. It is probably a perversion of taste, a spiritual
caviar. But as the poet says:
It may seem to you strange:
The fact

isil like it!

For it is written: “Teach to eschew all causex; the ripple of eﬁ‘ect, as the great tidal wave, than .rhalt let ruu its
81.

course."
This verse apparently contradicts completely the long
philippic against inaction, for the Object of those who
counsel non—action is to prevent any inward cause arising, so
that when the old causes have worked this out there is nothing left. But this is quite unphilosophical, for every effect
as soon as it occurs becomes a new cause, and it is always
equal to its cause. 'There is no waste or dissipation. If you
take an atom of hydrogen and combine it with one hundred
thousand other atoms in turn, it still remains hydrogen, and
it has not lost any of its qualities.
The harmony of the doctrines of Action and Non-Action
is to be found in The Way of the Tao. One should do what
is perfectly natural to one; but this can only be done when
one’s consciousness is merged in the Universal or Phallic
Consciousness.

82. The “Open Way)” no mouer hast thau reached

its

goal, will lead thee to reject the Bodhisattm'c body, and make
thee enter the thrice glorious state of Dharrnakdya, which is
oblivion of the world and men for ever.
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The collocation called “I” is dissolved. One ‘goes out’ like
the ﬂame of a candle. But I must remark that the ﬁnal
clause is again painfully geocentric.
83. The “Secret Way” leads also to

Paraniroanic bliss—

but at the close of Kalpas without nnrnber; Nirwinas gained
and lost from boundless pity and compassion for the world
of delnded mortals.
This is quite contrary to Buddhist teaching. Buddha certainly had ‘Parinirvana,’ if there be such a thing, though, as
Nirvana means ‘Annihilation’ and ‘Parinirvana’ ‘complete
Annihilation,’ it requires a mind more metaphysical than
mine to distinguish between these. It is quite certain that
Buddha did not require any old Kalpas to get there, and to
suppose that Buddha is still about, watching over the world,
degrades him to a common Deity, and is in ﬂat contradic—
tion to the statements in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, where
Buddha gravely explains that he is passing away by that
kind of passing away which leaves nothing whatever behind,
and compares his death to the extinction of a lamp. Canonical Buddhism is certainly the only thing upon which we can
rely as a guide to the teachings of the Buddha, if there ever
was a Buddha. But we are in no wise bound to accept such
teachings blindly, however great our personal reverence for
the teacher.
84.

But it is said: “The last shall be the greatest.” Sain—

yak Sambnddha, the Teacher of Perfection, gave no his
SELF for the salvation of the World, by stopping at the
threshold of Nirvana—the pnre state.
Here is further metaphysical difﬁculty. One kind of noth73
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ing, by taking its pleasures sadly, becomes an altogether superior kind of nothing.
It is with no hope of personal advancement that the Mas—
ters teach. Personal advancement has ceased to have any
meaning long before one becomes a Master. Nor do they
teach because they are such Nice Kind People. Masters are
like Dogs, which ‘bark and bite, for ’tis their nature to.’ We
want no credit, no thanks; we are sick of you; only, we have
to go on.
This verse is, one must suppose, an attempt to put things
into the kind of language that would be understood by beginners. Compare Chapter Thirteen of the Book of Lies,
where it explains how one is induced to follow the Path by
false pretences. Compare also the story of the Dolphin and
the Prophet in Liber LXV.
37. Behold! the Abyss of the Great Deepr Therein is a mighty dolphin, lashing
his sides with the force of the waves.
384 There is also an harper of gold, playing inﬁnite tunes.
39. Then the dolphin delighted therein, and put 0H his body, and became a bird.
404 The harper also laid aside his harp, and played inﬁnite tunes upon the
Pan-piper
4L Then the bird desired exceedingly this bliss, and laying down its wings became a faun of the forest
42, The harper also laid down his Pan—pipe, and with the human voice sang his
inﬁnite tunesr
43. Then the faun was enraptured, and followed far; at last the hau-per was
silent, and the  ?}שגמbecame Pan in the midst of the primal forest of Eternity.
44. Thou canst not charm the dolphin with silence, O my Prophet!
.

85. Thou hast the knowledge concerning the two Ways.
Thy time will come for choice, Ο thou eager Sonl, when than

hast reached the end and passed the seveuPortals. Thy mind
ls clear. N 0 more art than entangled 444 !1214454118 thonghts,
for thou hast learned all. Unveiled stands Trnth and looks
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thee sternly in the face. She says: “Sweet are the fruits of
Rest and Liberation for the sake of Self; bnt sweeter still the
fruits of long and bitter duty, Aye (m), Rennnciation for
the sake of others, of snﬁ‘ering fellow-men.”
86.

He, who becomes Pratyeka—Bnddha, makes his obei-

sance but to his Self. The Bodhisattva who has won the
battle, who holds the prize within his palm, yet says in his
divine compassion:
87. ”For others’ sake this great reward

plishes the greater Rennnciation.
A SAVIOUR OF

I -1660144»-”?עמש

THE WORLDis he.

told of the sweetness of the fruits. But
Here again we are
even in the beginning the Magician has had to work entirely
regardless of any fruits, and his principal method has been
to reject any that may come his way. Again all this about
the ‘sake of others’ and ‘suﬁering fellow—men} is the kind of
sentimental balderdash that assures one that this book was
intended to reach the English and not the Tibetan public.
The sense 01 separateness from others has been weeded out
from the consciousness long, long ago. The Buddha who
accomplishes the greater Renunciation is a Saviour of the
World—it is the dogginess of a dog that makes it doggy. It
is not the virtue 01 a dog to be doggy. A dog does not be—
come doggy by the renunciation of non-dogginess. It is
quite true that you and I value one kind 01 a Buddha more
than another kind 01 a Buddha, but the Universe is not
framed in accordance with what you and I like. As Zoroaster says: “The progression 01 the Stars was not generated
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for your sake,” and there are times when a DhammaBuddha reﬂects on the fact that he is no more and no less
than any other thing, and wishes he were dead. That is to
say, that kind of a Dhamma-Buddha in whom such thoughts
necessarily arise, thinks so; but this of course does not hap—
pen, because it is not in the nature of a Dharnma—Buddha to
think anything of the sort, and he even knows too much to
think that it would be rather natural if there were some
kinds of Dhamma—Buddha who did think something of the
kind. But he is assuredly quite indifferent to the praise and
blame of the ‘suffering fellow-men.’ He does not want their
gratitude. We will now close this painful subject.
88. Behold! The goal of bliss and the long Path of Woe
are at the furthest end. Thou must choose either, Ο aspirant

t0 Sorrow, throughout the coming cycles!

wm Dairapani ἢ"...
With this eloquent passage the Fragment closes. It may
be remarked that the statement “thou canst choose" is alto—
gether opposed to that form of the theory of determinism
which is orthodox Buddhism. However, the question of
Free Will has been discussed in a previous Note.
OM VAJRAPANI HUM.—Vajrapani was some kind
of a universal deity in a previous Manvantara who took an
oath:
"Ere the Cycle reach to utter darkness,
Work I so that every living being
Pass beyond this constant chain of causes.
If I fail, may all my being shatter
Into millions of far-whirling pieces!"

He failed, of course, and blew up accordingly; hence the
Stars.
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[FRAGMENT III]

I. "Uþädhäya, the choice is made,

I thirst for Wisdom.

Now hast thou rent the veil before the secret Path and
taught the greater Y aha. [Mahayana, the Big Path; a term
for the Hinduized Buddhism of Tibet.—ED.] Thy servant
here is ready for thy guidance.”
This fragment again appears to be intended to follow on
immediately after the last, and yet the Chela says to the
Guru that the choice is made. Obviously it does not refer to
the great choice referred to in Fragment Π, verse 88. One
is inclined further to suspect that Madame Blavatsky supposes Mahayana and Hinayana to refer in some way or
other to the two Paths previously discussed. They do not.
Madame Blavatsky’s method of exegesis, in the absence of
original information, was to take existing commentators
and disagree with them, her standard being what the unknown originals ought, in her opinion, to have said. This
method saves much of the labour of research, and with a
little luck it ought to be possible to discover subsequently
much justiﬁcation in the originals as they become known.
Madame Blavatsky was justiﬁed in employing this method
because she really did know the subject better than either
commentator or original. She merely used Oriental lore as
an Ostrich hunter uses the skin of a dead bird. She was
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Ulysses, and the East her Wooden Horse. [Maha (great)
and Hina (little) are quite meaningless epithets, only serving to distinguish Hinduized Tibetan Buddhism from ca—
nonical Cingalese-Burmese—Siamese Buddhism—En]

Shravaka. Prepare thyself, for thoa will
have to travel ah alone. The Teacher cah bat [Joint the way.
The þath is one for all, the means to reach the goal musti/am
with the Pilgrims.
It is here admitted that there are many ways of reaching
the same end. In order to assist a pupil, the Teacher should
know all these ways by actual experience. He should know
them in detail. There is a great deal of pious gassing about
most Teachers—it is very easy to say “Be good and you
will be happy,” and I am afraid that even this book itself
has been taken as little better by the majority of its admirers. What the pupil wants is not vague generalisations on virtue, not analyses of Nirvana and explorations in
Hindu metaphysics, but a plain straightforward statement
of a practical character. When a man is meditating and
ﬁnds himself interfered with by some particular class of
thought, he does not want to know about the glory of the
Buddha and the advantages of the Dhamma and the frater—
nal piety of the Sangha. He wants to know how to stop
those thoughts arising, and the only person who can help
him to do that is a Teacher who has been troubled by those
same thoughts, and learnt how to stop them in his own case.
For one Teacher who knows his subject at all, there are at
least ten thousand who belch pious platitudes. I wish to
name no names, but Annie Besant, Prentice Mulford, Troward, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, and so on, down—right down
2. ’Tls well,
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Arthur Edward Waite, immediately occur to the mind.
What does not occur to the mind is the names of people now
-—-to

living who know their subject from experience. The late
Swami Vivekananda did know his. Sabapaty Swami did so.
Shri Parananda Swami did so, and of course above all these
stands Bhikkhu Ananda Metteya. Outside these, one can
think 01 no one, except the very reticent Rudolf Steiner, who
betrays practical acquaintance with the Path. The way to
discover whether a Teacher knows anything about it or not
is to do the work yourself, and see if your understanding of
him improves, or whether he fobs you off in your hour of
need with remarks on Virtue.
Which wilt thou choose, 0 than of dauntless heart?
The Sarntan of “Eye Doctrine,” fourfold Dhyzina, or thread
thy way through Paramitas, six in number, noble gates of
virtue leading to Bodhi and to Pragnya, seventh step of
Wisdom?
It must not be supposed that the Paths here indicated are
all. Apparently the writer is still harping on the same old
two Paths. It appears that “fourfold Dhyana” is a mere
extension of the word Samtan. There are, however, eight,
not four, four 01 these being called Low and four High.
They are deﬁned in Rhys-Davids’ “Buddhism,” 174-6.
The Buddha just before his death went through all these
stages of meditation which are described in the paragraph
here quoted:
3.

“Then the blessed One addressed the Brethren, and said: ‘Behold now, brethren,

I exhort you, saying, "Decay is inherent in all component things! Work out your
’ '
salvation with diligence !"
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"This was the last word of the Tathagata!
“Then the Blessed One entered into the ﬁrst stage of deep meditation. And
rising out of the ﬁrst stage he passed into the second. And rising out of the second
he passed into the third, And rising out of the third stage he passed into the
fourth And rising out 01 the fourth stage of deep meditation he entered into the
state of mind to which the inﬁnity of space is alone present. And passing out of
the mere consciousness of the inﬁnity of space he entered into the state of mind to
which the inﬁnity of thought is alone present And passing out of the mere
consciousness of the inﬁnity of thought he entered into a state of mind to which
nothing at all was specially present. And passing out of the consciousness of no
special object he fell into a state between consciousness and unconsciousness And
passing out of the state between consciousness and unconsciousness he fell into a
state in which the unconsciousness both of sensations and of ideas had wholly
passed away."

What rubbish! Here we have a man with no experience
of the states which he is trying to describe; for Prof. Rhys-

Davids, many though are his virtues, is not Buddha, and this
man is attempting to translate highly technical terms into a
language in which those technical terms not only have no
equivalent, but have nothing in the remotest degree capable
01 being substituted for an equivalent. This is characteristic of practically all writing on Eastern thought. What
was wanted was a Master of some Occidental language to
obtain the experiences of the East by undertaking the practices of the East. His own experience put into words would
then form a far better translation of Oriental works on the
same subject, than any translation which a scholar might
furnish. I am inclined to think that this was Blavatsky’s
method. So obvious a forgery as this volume only contains
so much truth and wisdom because this is the case. The
Master—alike of Language and of Experience—has at last
arisen; it is the Master Therion—The Beast—666—the
Logos of the ZEon—whose Word is “Do what thou wilt shall
be the whole of the Law.”
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4. The rugged

Path of fourfold Dhydna winds on uphill.

Thrice great is he who climbs the lofty top.
5. The

Pdramita heights are crossed by a still steeper

path. Thou hast to ﬁght thy way through portals seven,
seven strongholds held by cruel, crafty Powers—passions
incarnate.
The distinction between the two Paths is now evident;
that of Dhyana is intellectual, or one might better say, men—
tal, that of Paramita, moral.‘ But it may well be asked
whether these Paths are mutually exclusive, whether a good
man is always an idiot and a clever man always a brute, to
put the antithesis on a somewhat lower plane. Does anyone
really think that one can reach supreme mental control while
there are ‘seven cruel, crafty powers, passions incarnate,’
worrying you? The fact is that this dichotomy of the Path
is rather dramatic than based on experience.
6. Be of good cheer, Disciple; bear in mind the golden

rule. Once thou hast passed the gate Srotdpatti, “he who the
stream hath entered” ,' once thy foot hath pressed the bed of
the Nirminic stream in this or any future life; thou host but
seven other births before thee, O thou of adamantine Will.
The author does not state what is meant by the “golden
rule.” A Srotapatti is a person in such a stage that he will
become Arhan after seven more incarnations.’ There is
nothing in Buddhism about the voluntary undertaking of
incarnations in order to help mankind. And of course the
talk about “Nirvanic bliss” is misleading when one reﬂects
that this quality of bliss or Ananda arising with the ﬁrst
1 See
Crowley's “The Three Characteristics” in his ”Sword of Song” for an
amusing but illuminated story on this state.
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Jhana, has already disappeared, never to return, in the sec—
ond. The whole question of Nibbana is hopelessly entangled
with moonshine metaphysic and nus—interpretation and
false tradition. It must be remembered that Nibbana is
merely the Pali, the vulgar dialect, for the Sanskrit NIRVANA, and that Nirvana is a state characterising Moksha,
which is the liberation resulting from Nirvikalpa-Samadhi.
But then Moksha is deﬁned by the Hindus as unity with
Parabrahman; and Parabrahman is without quantity or
quality, not subject to change in any way, altogether beyond
Manvantara and Pralaya; and so on. In one sense he is pure
Atman.
Now the Buddhist rejects Atman, saying there is no such
thing. Therefore—to him—there is no Parabrahman.
There is really Maha Brahma, who is (ultimately) subject
to change, and, when the Karma which has made him Maha
Brahma is exhausted, may be reincarnated as a pig or a
Pisacha. Consequently Moksha is not liberation at all, for
Nirvana means cessation of that which, after however long
a period, may change. This is all clear enough, but then the
Buddhist goes on and takes the word Nibbana to mean
exactly that which the Hindus meant by Nirvana, insisting
strenuously that it is entirely different. And so indeed it is.
But if one proceeds further to enquire, “Then what is it?”
one ﬁnds oneself involved in very considerable difﬁculty. It
is a difﬁculty which I cannot pretend to solve, even by the
logic which obtains above the abyss. I can, however, exhibit
the difﬁculty by relating a conversation which I had with
Bhikkhu Ananda Metteya in November, 1906, while I was
staying with him in his Monastery outside Rangoon. I was
arguing that result was the direct effect of the work of the
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student. If he went on long enough he was bound to suc—
ceed, and he might reasonably infer a causal connection be—
tween his work and its result. The Bhikkhu was not unwilling to admit that this might be so in such elementary
stages as Jhana, but with regard to the attaining of Arhat—
ship he argued that it depended rather on universal Karma
than on that created by the aspirant Avoiding metaphysical quibbles as to whether these two kinds of Karma are not
identical, he ﬁgured the situation in this manner. There are
two wheels, one of which is the wheel of Nibbana, and the
other that of the attainment of the Adept. These two wheels
only touch at one point. Now the Arhat may reach the cir—
cumference of his wheel, that is, the summit of his attainment, as often as he likes, but unless he happens to do so at
the moment when that point touches the wheel of Nibbana,
he will not become an Arhat, and it is therefore necessary for
him to remain at that summit as long as possible, in fact
always, in order that bye and bye—it might be after many
incarnations of perfection—these two might coincide. This
perfection he regarded not as that of spiritual experience,
but as the attainment of Sila, and by Sila he meant the strict
observance of all the rules laid down by the Buddha for the
Bhikkhu. He continued that the Buddha had apparently
attached far more importance to virtue than to any degree
of spiritual attainment, placing the well-behaved Bhikkhu
not only above the gods, but above the greatest Yogis. (It is
obvious, to the Buddhist, that Hindu Yogis, however eminent, are not Arhats.) He said that the rules laid down for
Bhikkhus created the conditions necessary. A good Bhikkhu, with no spiritual experience, had at least some chance,
whereas the bad Bhikkhu or Non-Bhikkhu, although every
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form of Samadhi was at his ﬁngers’ ends, had none. The
point is very important, because on this theory the latter,
after all his attainments, might pass through all the Dhyana—
Lokas and through the Arupa—Brahma-Lokas, exhaust that
Karma, be re-incarnated as a Spirochaetes Pallida, and have
to begin all over again. And the most virtuous Bhikkhu
might be so unfortunate as to fall from Virtue the millionth
part of a second before his point on the circumference of the
sphere was going to touch that of the wheel of Nibbana,
regain it two—millionths of a second later, and thus ﬁnd
Arhatship indeﬁnitely postponed.
I then said: 0 most excellent expounder of the good Law,
prithee explain to me the exact difference between this Doc—
trine and that which we heard from Shri Parananda that the
attainment of Samadhi, though it depended to some extent
upon the attainment of the Yogi, depended also upon the
grace of the Lord Shiva, and that Yoga did us all no good
unless the Lord Shiva happened to be in a good temper.
Then the Bhikkhu replied in a dramatic whisper, ”There is
no diﬂerence, except that it is not Buddhism.” From this
example the Student will understand that he had better not
worry about Nibbana and its nature, but conﬁne himself to
controlling his thoughts.
Look on. What seest thou before thine eye, O aspirant
to Godlike Wisdom?
7.

8. “The cloak of darkness is upon the deep of

matter;

within its folds I struggle. Beneath my gaze it deepens,
Lord; it is dispelled beneath the waving of thy hand. A
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shadow move-th, creeping like the stretching serpent coils
. . It grows, swells out, and disappears in Darkness.”
In this passage a deﬁnite vision is presented to the Lance.
This can be done by an Adept, and sometimes it is a useful
.

method.
9.

It is the shadow of thyself outside

the PA TH, cast on

the darkness of thy sins.
This charming poetic image should not be taken literally.
”Yea, Lord; I see the PA TH; its foot iri mire, its 514144rhit lost iri glorious light Nirväriic. And now I see the evernarrowing Portals on the hard and thorny way to Gnyana.”
This continues a. vision which resembles, only too painfully, the coloured prints of the Broad and Narrow Ways so
familiar to those unfortunates whose business takes them
through Paternoster Row.
IO.

Thou seest well, Lanoo. These Portals lead the aspirant across the waters on “to the other shore.” Each Portal
hath a golden key that openeth its gate; and these keys are:
The expression “the other shore” is particularly unfortu—
nate, owing to its associations in English minds with the
hymn usually known as “The sweet bye and bye.” It is a
metaphor for which there is little justiﬁcation. Nirvana is
frequently spoken of as an island in Buddhist writings, but
I am not familiar with any passage in which the metaphor
is that of a place at the other end of a journey. The metaphor moreover is mixed. In the last verse he was climbing a
ladder; now he is going across the waters, and neither on
ladders nor in journeys by water does one usually pass
through Portals.
I I.
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DANA, the key of charity and love immortal.
SHfLA, the key of Harmony in word and act, that
counterbalance: the cause and the effect, and
1607/65 no further room for Karmic action.
3. KSHAilVTI, patience sweet, that nought can rufﬂe.
4. VAIRAGY A, indiﬁ‘erence to pleasure and to pain,
illusion conquered, truth alone perceived.
5. VfRVA, the dauntless energy that ﬁght: its way
to the supernal TRUTH, out of the mire of liex
terrestrial.
6. DHYANA, whose golden gate once opened leads
the Narjol toward the realm of Sat eternal and
its ceaseless contemplation.
7. PRAGNYA, the key to which make? of a man a
God, creating him a Bodhisattva, son of the
Dhydnis. Such to the Portals are the golden

12. I.
2.

keys.

(Subsection 1.) Charity and love are here used in their
technical sense, Agape. “Love is the law, love under will.”
Both Agape and Thelema (will) add to 93, which identiﬁes
them qabalistically. This love is not a sloppy feeling of
maudlin sentimental kindness. The majority of people of
the Christian Science, Theosophical, New Thought type,
think that a lot of ﬂabby thoughts, sending out streams of
love in the Six Quarters, and so on, will help them. It won’t.
Love is a pure ﬂame, as swift and deadly as the lightning.
This is the kind of love that the Student needs.
(Subsection II.) The “key” here spoken of has been thor—
oughly explained in Thien Tao in Konx Om Pax, but there
is a peculiar method, apart from this plane, and easily under86
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stood by the equilibrium by which things can be done which
bear no fruit. And this method it is quite impossible to explain.
,
The nearest I can come to intelligibility, is to say that you
get very nearly the same sort of feeling as you do when you
are making yourself invisible.
Shila is in no way connected with the charming Irish col—
leen of the same name.
(Subsection III.) The “patience” here spoken of seems
to imply courage of a very active kind. It is the quality
which persists in spite of all opposition. It must not be for—
gotten that the word “patience” is derived from Patior, I
suffer. But, especially with the ancients, suffering was not
conceived of as a purely passive function. It was keenly active and intensely enjoyable. There are certain words to—
day still extant in which the original meaning of this word

lingers, and consideration may suggest to the Student the
true and secret meaning of this passage, “Accendat in nobis
Dominus ignem sui amoris et ﬂammam æternæ caritatis," a
phrase with the subtle ambiguity which the classics found
the ﬁnest form of wit.
(Subsection IV.) This indifference is very much the same
as what is usually spoken of as non—attachment. The Doc—
trine has been rediscovered in the West, and is usually an—
nounced as “Art for Art’s sake.” This quality is most entirely necessary in Yoga. In times of dryness the “Devil”
comes to you and persuades you that if you go on meditating
or doing Pranayama, or whatever it is you may be at, you
will go mad. He will also prove to you that it is most necessary for your spiritual progress to repose. He will explain
that, by the great law of action and re-action, you should
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alternate the task which you have set out to do with some—
thing else, that you should, in fact, somehow or other change
your plans. Any attempt to argue with him will assuredly
result in defeat. You must be able to reply, “But I am not in
the least interested in my spiritual progress; I am doing this
because I put it down in my programme to do it. It may
hurt my spiritual progress more than anything in the world.
That does not matter. I will gladly be damned eternally,
but I will not break my obligation in the smallest detail.” By
doing this you come out at the other end, and discover that
the whole controversy was illusion. One does become blind;
one does have to ﬁght one’s way through the ocean of asphalt. Hope and Faith are no more. All that can be done is
to guard Love, the original source of your energy, by the
mask of indifference. This image is a little misleading, perhaps. It must not be supposed that the indifference is a
cloak; it must be a real indifference. Desire of any kind must
really be conquered, for of course every desire is as it were a
string on you to pull you in some direction, and it must be
remembered that Nirvana lies (as it were) in no direction,
like the fourth dimension in space.
(Subsection V.) “Virya” is, etymologically, Manhood.
It is that quality which has been symbolised habitually by
the Phallus, and its importance is sufﬁcient to have made
the Phallus an universal symbol, apart altogether from reasons connected with the course of nature. Yet these conﬁrm
the choice. It is free—it has a will of its own quite independent of the conscious will of the man bearing it. It has
no conscience. It leaps. It has no consideration for any—
thing but its own purpose. Again and again this symbol in
a new sense will recur as the type of the ideal. It is a symbol
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alike of the Beginning, the Way and the End. In this par—
ticular passage it is however principally synonymous with
Will, and Will has been so fully dealt within Book 4, Part II,
that it will save trouble if we assume that the reader is fa-

miliar with that masterpiece
(Subsection VI.) This, too, has been carefully described

in Book 4, Part I.
There is a distinction between Buddhist ‘Jhana’ and San—
skrit ‘Dliyana,’ though etymologically the former is a corruption of the latter.
The craze for classiﬁcation which obsesses the dull minds
of the learned has been peculiarly pernicious in the East. In
order to divide states of thought into 84 classes, which 15to their fatuityl—an object in itself, because 84 is seven
times twelve, they do not hesitate to invent names for quite
imaginary states of mind, and to put down the same state of
mind several times. This leads to extreme difﬁculty in the
study 01 their works on psychology and the like. The origi—
nal man, Buddha, or whoever he may have been, dug out of
his mind a sufﬁcient number 01 jewels, and the wretched in—
tellectuals who edited his work have added bits of glass to
make up the string. The result has been that many scholars
have thought that the whole psychology of the East was
pure bluff. A similar remark is true of the philosophy of the
West, where the Schoolmen produced an equal obfuscation.
Even now people hardly realize that they did any valuable
work at all, and quote their controversies, such as that con—
cerning the number 01 angels who can dance on the point 01
a needle, as examples 01 their complete fatuity and donnishness. In point of fact, it is the critic who is stupid. The
question about the angels involves the profoundest consider89
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ations of metaphysics, and it was about these that the battle
raged. I fancy that their critics imagine the Schoolmen dis—
puting whether the number was 25 or 26, which argues their
own shallowness by the readiness with which they attribute
the same quality to others. However, a great deal of mis—
chief has been done by the pedant, and the distinctions between the various Jhanas will convey little to the Western
mind, even 05 a man who has some experience 05 them. The
question of mistranslation alone renders the majority of
Buddhist documents, if not valueless, at least unreliable.
We, however, taking this book as an original work by Blavatsky, need not be bothered by any doubts more deadly
than that as to whether her command of English was per—
fect; and in this treatise, in spite of certain obvious sentimentalities and bombasticisms, we ﬁnd at least the foundations 05 a fairly ﬁne style. I think that what she says in this
sub—section refers to a statement which I got from my Guru
in Madura to the effect that there was a certain point in the
body suitable for meditation, which, if once discovered, drew
the thought naturally towards itself, the difﬁculty 05 concen—
tration consequently disappearing, and that the knowledge
of this particular point could be communicated by the Guru
to his approved disciples.
(Subsection VII.) We now ﬁnd a muddle between the
keys and the gates. The ﬁrst ﬁve are all obviously keys.
The last two seem to be gates, in spite of the statements in
the text. We also ﬁnd the term Bodhisattva in a quite unintelligible sense. We shall discuss this question more fully at
little later on.
The Dhyanis are gods of sorts, either perfect men or what
one may call natural gods, who occupy eternity in a cease90
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less contemplation of the Universe. The Master of the Temple, as he is in himself, is a rather similar person.
Narjol is the Path—Treader, not a parafﬁn—purgative.

Before thau canst approach the last, 0 weaver of thy
freedom, thon hast to master these Paramitds of perfection
—the virtnes transcendental six and ten in number—along
the weary Path.
We now get back to the Paramitas, and this treatise is apparently silent with regard to them. Does any one regret it?
It isn’t the Path that is weary: it is the Sermons on the way.
13.

For, 0 Disciple! before thau wert made ﬁt to meet thy
Teacher face to face, thy MASTER light to light, what wert
thau told ?
The old trouble recurs We cannot tell quite clearly in
what stage the Disciple is supposed to be with regard to any
given piece of instruction.
14.

I 5. Before than canst approach the foremost

gate thou

hast to learn to part thy body from thy mind, ta dissipate the
shadow, and to live in the eternal. For this, than hast to live
and breathe in all, as all that than perceivest breathes in
thee; to feel thyself abiding in all things, all things in self.
In verse 13 we were told to master the Paramit‘as before
approaching the last gate. Now the author harks back to
what he had to do before he approached the ﬁrst gate, but
this may be regarded as a sort of a joke on the part of the
Guru. The Guru has a weary time, and frequently amuses
himself by telling the pupil that he must do something obviously impossible before he begins. This increases the respect of the pupil for the Guru, and in this way helps him,
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while at the same time his air of hopelessness is intensely
funny—to the Guru. So we ﬁnd in this verse that the ﬁnal
result, or something very like it, is given as a qualiﬁcation
antecedent to the starting point; as if one told a blind man
that he must be able to see through a brick wall before regaining his eyesight.
I6. Thou shalt not let thy senses make a playground of
thy mind.
Following on the tremendous task of verse 15 comes the
obvious elementary piece of instruction which one gives to a
beginner. The best way out of the dilemma is to take verse
15 in a very elementary sense. Let us paraphrase that verse.
“Try to get into the habit of thinking of your mind and body
as distinct. Attach yourself to matters of eternal importance, and do not be deluded by the idea that the material
universe is real Try to realise the unity of being.” That is
a sensible and suitable instruction, a kind of adumbration of
the goal. It harmonises emotional and intellectual conceptions to—that which subsequently turns out not to be reality

Thou shalt not separate thy being from BEING, and
the rest, but merge the Ocean in the deep, the drop within
the Ocean.
This too can be considered in an elementary light as
meaning: “Begin even at once to destroy the sense of separateness.”
17.

S 0 shalt thou be in full accord with all that lives; bear
love to men as though they were thy brother—pupils, disciples
of one Teacher, the sons of one sweet mother.
18.
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It now becomes clear that all this is meant in an elementary
sense, for verse 18 is really little more than a statement that

an irritable frame of mind is bad for meditation. Of course
anybody who really ‘bore love,’ etc., as requested would be
suffering from softening of the brain. That is, if you take
all this in its obvious literal sense. There is a clean way of
Love, but it is not this toshy slop treacle-goo.
teachers there are many; the MASTER-S Ο UL ix
one, Alaya, the Universal 5 onl. lee‘ln that MASTER as
I 75 ray in thee. Live in thy fellows as they live in IT.
Here the killing of the sense of separateness is further advised. It is a description of the nature of Atma, and Atma
is, as elsewhere stated, not a Buddhist, but a Hindu idea.
The teaching is here to refer everything to Atma, to regard
everything as a corruption of Atma, if you please, but a corruption which is unreal, because Atma is the only real thing.
There is a similar instruction in Liber Legis: “Let there be
no difference made among you between any one thing and
any other thing”; and you are urged not to “confound the
space marks,” saying “they are one,” or “they are many.”
19. Of

20. Before than standest 0n the threshold of the Path; be-

fore thon crossest the foremost gate, than hast to merge the
two into the One and sacriﬁce the personal to SELF imper—
sonal and thus destroy the ”path” between the two—Antakarana.
Here is again the confusion noted with regard to verse 15
—for the destruction of the lower Manas implies an attain—
ment not less than that of a Master of the Temple.
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21. Thou hast to be prepared to anwer Dharma, the

law, whose voice will ask thee ﬁrst at thy initial step:
22.

stern

”Hast thou complied with all the rules, Ο thou of lofty

hopes?

“Hast thou attuned thy heart and mind to the great mind
and heart of all mankind? For as the sacred River’s roaring
voice whereby all Nature—sounds are echoed back, so must
the heart of him "who in the stream would enter,” thrill in
response to every sigh and thought of all that lives and

breathes.”
Here is another absurdity. What is the sense of asking a
man at his initial step if he has complied with all the rules?
If the disciple were in the condition mentioned, he would be
already very far advanced. But of course if we were to take
the words
“The threshold of the Path”
“The foremost gate”
“The stream”
as equivalent to Srotapatti, the passage would gain in intelligibility. But, just as in the noble eight-fold Path, the steps
are concurrent, not consecutive, so, like the Comte de Saint
Germain, when he was expelled from Berlin, one can go
through all the seven Gates at once.
23. Disciples may be likened to the

strings of the soul-

echoing Vina; Mankind, unto its sounding-board; the hand
that sweeps it to the tuneful breath of the GREAT WORLDSOUL. The string that fails to answer ’neath the Master’s
touch in dulcet harmony with all the others, breaks—and is
cast away So the collective minds of Lanoo—Shravakas.
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They have to be attuned to the Upadhyaya’s mind—ohe with
the Over-Soal,—-or, break away.
This is a somewhat high—ﬂown description—it is little
more than an advocacy of docility, a quiet acceptance of the
situation as it is, and an acquiescence in the ultimate sublime
purpose. The question of the crossing of the abyss now
arises, and we reach a consideration of the Brothers of the
Left Hand Path.
24. Thus do the "Brothers of the Shadaw”——the murder-

ers of their Souls, the dread Dad-Dagpa clan.
“The Brothers of the Shadow” or of the Left Hand Path
are very carefully explained in Liber 418. The exempt
Adept, when he has to proceed, has a choice either to ﬂing
himself into the Abyss by all that he has and is being torn
away, or to shut himself up to do what he imagines to be con—
tinuing with his personal development on very much the
original lines. This latter course does not take him through
the Abyss; but ﬁxes him in Daath, at the crown of a false
Tree of Life in which the Supernal Triad is missing. Now
this man is also called a Black Magician, and a great deal of
confusion has arisen in connection With this phrase. Even
the Author, to judge by the Note, seems to confuse the mat—
ter. Red Caps and Yellow Caps alike are in general altogether beneath the stage of which we have been speaking.
And from the point of view of the Master of the Temple,
there is very little to choose between White and Black
Magic as ordinarily understood by the man in the street,
who distinguishes between them according as they are help—
ful or hurtful to himself. If the Magician cures his headache, or gives him a good tip on the Stock Exchange, he is a
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White Magician. If he suspects him 01 causing illness and
the like, he is Black. Το the Master 01 the Temple either
proceeding appears blind and stupid. In the lower stages
there is only one way right, and all the rest wrong. You are
to aspire to the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy
Guardian Angel, and of course to do any other things which
may subserve that one purpose; but nothing else. And of
course it is a mistake, unless under very special circumstances, to perform any miracles, on the ground that they
diminish the supreme energy reserved for the performance
of the Main Task. It will be remembered that the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel is attrib—
uted to Tiphareth, while the Exempt Adept is in Chesed;
how is it then that a Black Magician, a Brother of the Left
Hand Path, can ever reach that grade? The answer is given
in the eleventh ]Ethyr ; when the Exempt Adept reaches
the Frontier of the Abyss, his Holy Guardian Angel leaves
him, and this is the one supreme terror of that passage. It
seems extraordinary that one who has ever enjoyed His
Knowledge and Conversation should afterwards fall away
into that blind horror whose name is Choronzon. But such
is the case. Some 01 the problems, or rather, mysteries, connected with this are too deep to enter upon in this place, but
the main point to remember is this, that in the Outer Order,
and in the College of Adepts itself, it is not certain to what
end any one may come. The greatest and holiest of the Ex—
empt Adepts may, in a single moment, become a Brother 01
the Left Hand Path. It is for this reason that the Great
White Brotherhood admits no essential connection with the
lower branches afﬁliated to The Order. At the same time,
The Brothers 01 the A.’.A.‘. refuse none. They have no ob96
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jection to any one claiming to be one of Themselves. If he
does so, let him abide by it.
25.

Hast thou attuned thy being to H umanity’s great

pain, 0 candidate for light?
Thou hast? . . . Thou mayest enter.
Yet, ere thou settest foot upon the dreary Path of Sorrow,
’tis well thou should’st ﬁrst learn the pitfalls on thy way.

It appears as if the condition of entering the Path was the

Vision of Sorrow, and of course the present Commentator
might be inclined to support this theory, since, in his own ex—
perience, it was this Vision of Sorrow which caused him to
take the First Great Oath. He had suddenly presented to
him the perception of the Three Characteristics. This is
fully narrated in Book 4, Part IV. It is also evident that
aspiration implies dissatisfaction of some sort. But at the
same time I do not think that in all cases it is necessary that
this dissatisfaction should be so conscious and so universal
as appears to be implied in the text.
᾽

26. Armed with the key of Charity, of love and tender

mercy, thou art secure before the gate of Dana, the gate that
standeth at the entrance of the Path.

0 happy Pilgrim!

The Portal that faceth
thee is high and wide, seems easy of access. The road that
leads there—through is straight and smooth and green. ’Tis
like a sunny glade in the dark forest depths, a spot on earth
27. Behold,

mirrored from Amitdbha’s paradise There nightingales
of hope and birds of radiant plumage sing) perched in green
bowers, chanting success to fearless Pilgrims They sing
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of Bodhisattoa’s virtues ﬁve, the ﬁvefold source of Bodhi
power, and of the seven steps in Knowledge.
28.

Pass on! For thou hast brought the key; thou art

secure.
The row of dots in the text (after verse 25) appears to imply complete change of subject, though on other occasions it
did not do so. I have already explained one of the technical
meanings of Dana, and undoubtedly the Path seems attrac—
tive at this stage. One thinks of the joyous reception into
the Company of Adepts. One goes almost as a boy goes to
meet his ﬁrst sweetheart,
But there is here another allusion to the beginnings of
Meditation, when everything seems so simple and straight—
forward, and withal so easy and pleasant. There is some—
thing intensely human about this. Men set out upon the
most dangerous expeditions in high spirits.
29. And to the second

gate the way is verdant too. But

it is steep and winds up hill; yea, to its rocky top. Grey

Mists will overhang its rough and stony height, and all be
dark beyond. As on he goes, the song of hope soundeth
more feeble in the pilgrim’s heart. The thrill of doubt is
now upon him; his step less steady grows.
Following the last comment a description of this Path refers to the beginning of ‘dryness’ in the course of Meditation.

0 Candidate! Beware

of fear that
spreadeth, like the black and soundless wings of midnight
bat, between the moonlight of thy Soul and thy great goal
that loometh in the distance far away.
30. Beware of this,
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This passage also appears to have reference to the early
life of the Student-hence he is specially warned against
fear. Fear is, of course, the ﬁrst of the pylons through
which one passes in the Egyptian system. It is important
then to arrange one’s life in such a way that one never al—
lows one thing to interfere with another, and one never
makes trouble for oneself. The method given in “Thien
Tao” is the best to employ.
31.

Fear, O Disciple, kills the will and stays all action. If

lacking in the Shila virtue—the pilgrim trips, and Karmic
pebbles bruise his feet along the rocky path.
The objection to fear is not only the obvious one. Fear
is only one of the things which interfere with concentra—
tion. The t'e-action against fear leads to over—boldness.
Anything which interferes with the perfect unconscious
simplicity of one’s going leads to bruises. Troubles of this
kind may be called Karmic, because it is events in the past
which give occasion for trouble.

In Kshanti’s essence
bathe thy Soul; for now than dost approach the Portal of
that name, the gate of fortitnde and patience.
We now come to the third gate. Notice that this is a
further confusion of the Portal with the Key. As previously
said, patience here implies rather self-control, a refusal to
32. Be of sure foot, Ο Candidate.

accept even favours until one is ready for them.

33. Close not thine eyes, nor lose thy sight of Dorie (the
Swastika); M ἃγα’ε arrows ever smite the man who has not

reached Vairaga.
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“Close not thine eyes” may refer to sleep or to ecstasy,
perhaps to both. Dorje is the whirling power which throws
off from itself every other inﬂuence.
Vairaga is a very deﬁnite stage in moral strength. The
point is that it is one’s intense longing for ecstasy which
makes one yield to it. If one does so, one is overwhelmed
with the illusion, for even the highest ecstasy is still illusion.
The result, in many cases, of obtaining Dhyana is that the
workers cease to work. Vairaga is an indifference ap—
proaching disgust for everything. It reminds one a good
deal of the Oxford Manner. Cambridge men have this feeling, but do not think other people worth the trouble of ﬂat-

tering.

’Neath the breath of fear the
key of Kshanti rusty grows: the rusty key refuseth to un34. Beware of trembling.

lock.

The word “trembling” seems to imply that it is giddy
ecstasy which is referred to, and the “fear” here spoken of
may perhaps be the Panic Fear, possibly some feeling anal—
ogous to that which produces what is called psychical im—
potence.

35. The more thou dost advance, the more thy feet pitfalls
will meet. The Path that leadeth 01115 lighted by one ﬁre—

the light of daring burning in the heart. The more one
dares, the more he shall obtain. The more he fears, the
more that light shall pale—and that alone can guide. For
as the lingering sunbeam, that on the top of some tall mountain shines, is followed by black night when out it fades, so is
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When out it goes, a dark and threatening
shade will fall from thine own heart noon the Path, and root
thy feet in terror to the spot.
It is true that the further one advances the more subtle
and deadly are the enemies, up to the crossing of the Abyss;
and, as far as one can judge, the present discourse does not
rise above Tiphareth. I am very sorry to have to remark
at this point that Madame Blavatsky is now wholly obsessed
by her own style. She indulges, much more than in the
earlier part of this treatise, in poetic and romantic imagery,
and in Miltonic inversion. (I do not here refer to Lycidas.)
Consequently we get quite a long passage on a somewhat
obvious point, and the Evil Persona or Dweller of the
Threshold is introduced. However, it is a correct enough
place. That Dweller is Fear—his form is Dispersion. It
is in this sense that Satan, or rather Samael, a totally different person, the accuser of the Brethren, is the Devil.
heart—light.

N a light that
shines from Spirit can dispel the darkness of the nether Sonl
unless all selﬁsh thong/it has ﬂed therefrom, and that the pil—
grirn saith: "I have renonnced all this passing frame: I have
destroyed the canse: the shadows cast can, as eﬁ‘ects, no
longer be.” For now the last great ﬁght, the ﬁnal war be—
tween the Higher and the Lower Self, hath taken glare. Behold, the very battleﬁeld is now engulfed in the great war,
and is no more.
The quotation is only proper in the mouth of a Buddha,
from whom it is taken. At this point the Higher and Lower
Selves are united. It is a mistake to represent their contest
as a war—it is a wedding.
36. Beware, Disciple, of that lethal shade.
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But once thou hast passed the gate of Kshdnti, step
the third is taken. Thy body is thy slave. Now, for the fourth
prepare, the Portal of temptations which do ensnare the
37.

inner man.
We are now on a higher plane altogether. The Higher
and Lower Selves are made One. It is that One whose
further progress from Tiphareth to Binah is now to be
described.
38.

Ere thou canst near that goal, before thine hand is

39.

If thou would’st not be slain by them, then must thou

lifted to upraise the fourth gate’s latch, thou must have
mastered all the mental changes in thy Self and slain the
army of the thought sensations that, subtle and insidious,
creep unasked within the Soul’s bright shrine.
It is the mental changes and the invading thoughts which
distress us. These are to be understood in a rather ad—
vanced sense, for of course thought must have been con—
quered earlier than this, that is to say, the self must have
been separated from its thoughts, so that they no longer
disturb that self. Now, however, the fortress walls must
be'thrown down, and the mind slain in the open ﬁeld.
harmless make thy own creations, the children of thy
thoughts unseen, impalpable, that swarm round humankind,
the progeny and heirs to man and his terrestrial spoils.
Thou hast to study the voidness of the seeming full, the fulness of the seeming void. Ο fearless Aspirant, look deep
within the well of thine own heart, and answer. Knowest
thou of Self the powers, 0 thou perceiver of external shadows? If thou dost not—then art thou lost.
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The way to make thoughts harmless is by the equilibrium
of contradictions—this is the meaning of the phrase, “Thou
hast to study the voidness of the seeming full, the fulness of
the seeming void.” This subject has been dealt with at some
length in the “Soldier and the Hunchback” in EQUINOX I. 1.,
and many other references are to be found in the works of
Mr. Aleister Crowley.
A real identiﬁcation of the Self with the Not-Self is neces—
sary.
40. For, an

Path fourth, the lightest breeze of passion or

desire will stir the steady light upon the pure white walls of
Soul. The smallest wave of longing or regret for Maya’s
gifts illusive, along Antakarana—the path that lies be—
tween thy Spirit and thy Self, the highway of sensations, the
rude arousers of Ahankdra (the faculty that makes the illusion called the Ego)—a thought as ﬂeeting as the lightning
ﬂash will make thee thy three prizes forfeit—the prizes thou
hast won.
The meaning is again very much confused by the wouldbe poetic diction, but it is quite clear that desire of any kind
must not interfere with this intensely intellectual meditation; and of course the whole object of it is to refrain from
preferring any one thing to any other thing. When it says
that “Α thought as ﬂeeting as the lightning ﬂash will make
thee thy three prizes forfeit—the prizes thou hast won,”
this does not mean that if you happen to make a mistake in
meditation you have to begin all over again as an absolute
beginner, and yet, of course, in any meditation the occurrence 05 a single break destroys, for the moment, the effect
of what has gone immediately before. Whenever one is
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trying for cumulative effect, something of this sort is true.
One gets a sort of Leyden Jar effect; but the sentence as it
stands is misleading, as she explains further on in verse 70

—“Each failure is success, and each sincere attempt wins
its reward in time.”

For know, that the ETERNAL knows no change.
Here again we have one subject “THE ETERNAL”, and

41.

one predicate “the knower of no change”; the Hindu statement identical with the Buddhist, and the identity covered
by crazy terminology, X=A says the Hindu, Y=A says
the Buddhist. X=Y is furiously denied by both, although
these two equations are our only source of information
about either X or Y. Metaphysics has always been full of
this airy building. We must postulate an Unseen behind
the Seen; and when we have deﬁned the Unseen as a round
square, we quarrel with our fellow-professors who prefer to
deﬁne it as a quadrilateral circle. The only way to avoid
this is to leave argument altogether alone, and pay attention
only to concentration, until the time comes to tackle mental
phenomena once for all, by some such method as that of

Liber 474.

42. "The eight dire miseries forsake

for everrnore; if not,

to wixdorn, sme, than oanst not come, nor yet to liberation,”
saith the great Lord, the Tathägata of perfection, “he who
has followed in the footsteps of his predecessors.”
“The eight dire miseries” are the ﬁve senses plus the threefold ﬁre of Lust, Hatred and Dullnessl But the quotation
is not familiar. I feel sure He did not say “sure.”
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43. Stern and exacting is the virtue of V airdga. If than
its Path would’st master, thou must keep thy mind and thy

perceptions far freer than before from killing action.
The English is getting ambiguous. The word “killing”
is, I suppose, an adjective implying ‘fatal to the purpose of
the Student’. But even so, the comment appears to me out
of place. On this high Path action should already have
been made harmless; in fact, the second Path had this as
its principal object. It is very difﬁcult to make out what the
Authoress really wants you to do.
44. Thou hast to saturate thyxelf with pure {Πᾶνα, be—
come as one with Nature’: Soul-Thought. At one with it

thou art invincible; in separation, thou becomext the play—
ground of Samwitti, origin. of all the world’s delusions.
This means, acquire sympathy with the universal Soul
of Nature. This Soul of Nature here spoken of is of course
imagined as something entirely contrary to anything we
really know of Nature. In fact, it would be difﬁcult to dis—
tinguish it from a pious ﬁction. The only reason that can
be given for assuming the Soul of Nature to be pure, calm,
kind, and all the other tea—party virtues, is Lucus a non
lucendo. To put it in some kind of logical form, the Manifested is not the Unmanifested; therefore the Manifested
is that which the Unmanifested is not. Nature, as we know
it, is stupid, brutal, cruel, beautiful, extravagant, and above
all the receptacle or vehicle of illimitable energy. However,
by meditation one comes to a quite different View of Nature.
Many of the stupidities and brutalities are only apparent.
The beauty, the energy, and the majesty, or, if you prefer it,
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the love, remain undeniable. It is the ﬁrst reversed triangle
of the Tree of Life.
What is said of “Samvritti” is nonsense. The Vrittis are
impressions or the causes of impressions. Samvritti is simply the sum of these.
45. All is impermanent in man except the pnre bright es-

Man is its crystal ray; a beam of light
immaculate within, a form of clay material upon the lower
surface. That beam is thy life-guide and thy trne Self, the
Watcher and the silent Thinker, the victim of thy lower Self.
Thy Sonl cannot be hurt but throngh thy erring body; control and master both, and thon art safe when crossing to the
nearing “Gate of Balance.”
Here we have Alaya identiﬁed with Atma. The rest of
the verse is mostly poetic nothing, and there is no guide to
the meaning of the word “Soul.” It is a perfectly absurd
theory to regard the body as capable of inﬂicting wounds
upon the Soul, which is apparently the meaning here. The
deﬁnition of Atma gives impassibility as almost its prime
sence of Alaya.

condition.

From the phrase “control and master both” we must suppose that the Soul here spoken of is some intermediate principle, presumably Nephesh.

0

daring pilgrim “to the other
shore.” Heed not the whisperings of Mdra’s hosts; wave
a]? the tempters, those ill-natured Sprites, the jealous
Llamayin in endless space.
This verse may be again dismissed as too easily indulgent
in poetic diction. A properly controlled mind should not
46. Be of good cheer,
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be subject to these illusions. And although it may be conceded that these things, although illusions, do correspond
with a certain reality, anything objective should have
been dismissed at an earlier stage. In the mental struggles
there should be no place for demons. Unless my memory
deceives me, that was just the one trouble that I did not have.
The reason may possibly have been that I had mastered all
external demons before I took up meditation.

Thou hearest how the middle Portal, the
gate of Woe, with its teh thousand shares.
No explanation is given as to why the ﬁfth should be
called the “middle Portal” of seven.
47. Hold ﬁrm!

48. Have mastery o’er thy thoughts, Ο

strloer for per-

fectlorl, if thou would’st cross its threshold.
From here to verse 71 is the long description of this ﬁfth
gate, the key to which (it will be remembered) was Virya—
that is, energy and will, Manhood in its most secret sense.
It seems rather useless to tell the Student to have mastery
over his thoughts in this verse, because he has been doing
nothing else in all the previous Gates.
49.

H a've mastery

o’er thy Soul, Ο seeker after truths 1m-

dymy, if thau would’st reach the goal.
The pupil is also told to have mastery over his Soul, and
again there is no indication as to what is meant by “Soul.”
Bhikkhu Ananda Metteya once remarked that Theos—
ophists were rather absurd to call themselves Buddhists, as
the Buddhist had no Soul, and the Theosophist, not even
content with having one, insisted on possessing seven different kinds.
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If it means Nephesh, of course this ought to have been
mastered long ago. It probably means Neshamah. If we

take this to be so, the whole passage will become intelligible.
In the beginning of progress we have the automatic Ego, the
animal creator or generator of Nephesh in Yesod, the lowest
point of the Ruach, and the marriage between these is the
ﬁrst regeneration. Nephesh is Syrinx, and Yesod is Pan.
Nephesh is the elemental Soul which seeks redemption and
immortality. In order to obtain it, it must acquire a Soul
such as is possessed by men. Now the elemental is said to
be afraid of the sword with its cross hilt, of the Cross, that
is to say of the Phallus, and this is what is called Panic fear,
which, originally an individual thing, is applied to a mob,
because a mob has no Soul. A very great many elementals
are to be found in human form to—day; they are nearly always women, or such men as are not men. Such beings are
imitative, irresponsible, always being shocked, without any
standard of truth, although often extremely logical; crim—
inal without a sense of right and wrong, and as shameless
as they are prudish. Truth of any kind frightens them.
They are usually Christian Scientists, Spiritualists, Theosophists, or what not. They reﬂect the personality of a man
with extraordinary ease, and frequently deceive him into
thinking that they know what they are saying. Levi re—
marks that ‘the love of the Magus for such beings is insensate, and may destroy him.’ He had had some. This
doctrine is magniﬁcently expounded in Wagner’s Parsifal.
The way to redeem such creatures is to withstand them, and
their Path of Redemption is the Path of Service to the man
who has withstood them. However, when at the right mo—
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ment the cruciﬁed one, the extended one, the Secret Saviour,
consents to redeem them, and can do so without losing his
power, without in any way yielding to them, their next step
is accomplished, and they are re—born as men. This brings
us back to our subject, for the lower man, of whom we are
still speaking, possesses, above Yesod, ﬁve forms of intellect
and Daath their Crown.
We then come to another marriage on a higher plane, the
redemption of Malkuth by Tiphareth; the attaining of the
Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel.
The next critical step is the sacriﬁcing of this whole or—
ganism to the Mother, Neshamah, a higher Soul which is as
spiritually dark and lonely as Nephesh was materially.
Neshamah is beyond the Abyss, has no concern with that
bridal, but to absorb it; and by offering the blood of her Son
to the All-Father, that was her husband, she awakes Him.
He, in His turn, vitalizes the original Daughter, thus completing the cycle. Now on the human plane this All-Father
is the true generative force, the real Ego, of which all types
of conscious Ego in a man are but Eidola, and this true
creative force is the Virya of which we are now speaking.
50. Thy Soul-gaze centre on the ΟΜ Pure Light, the
Light that is free from aﬁ‘ection, and me thy golden key.

This Virya is the one pure light spoken of in this verse.
It is called “free from affection.” It creates without desire,
simply because it is its nature to create. It is this force in
one’s self of which one must become conscious in this stage.
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51. The dreary task is done, thy labour well-nigh o'er,

The wide abyss that gaped to swallow thee is almost

spanned.

It should be noticed that this verse has rows of dots both
above and below it. There is a secret meaning to verse 51
which will be evident to anyone who has properly understood our comment on verse 49. The highest marriage, that
between Neshamah and Chiah, is accomplished—again,
after another manner!

Thou hast now crossed the moat that circles round
the gate of human passions.
By “human passions” must be understood every kind of
attraction, not merely gross appetites—which have been
long ago conquered, not by excluding, but by regulating
them. On the plane of mind itself all is in order; everything
has been balanced by its opposite.
52.

53. Thou hast now conquered M ära and his furious host.

The seeker has now passed through the Abyss where
dwells Choronzon whose name is Legion. All this must be
studied most carefully in Liber 418.
54. Thou hast removed pollution from thine heart and
bled it from impure desire. But, Ο thou glorious Combatant,

thy task is not yet done. Build high, Lanoo, the wall that
shall hedge in the Holy Isle, the dam that will protect thy
mind from pride and satisfaction at thoughts of the great
feat achieved
Here again is one of those unfortunate passages which
enable the superﬁcial to imagine that the task of the Adept
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is to hunger-strike, and wear the blue ribbon, and give up
smoking. The ﬁrst paragraph 01 this verse rather means
that ﬁlling of the cup of: Babalon with every drop of blood,
which is explained in Liber 418.
The higher Ego—“Holy Isle”———is not the thinking self;
it is the “Dwarf-Self,” the self which is beyond thinking.
The aspirant is now in fact beyond all thought, and this talk
of building high the wall or dam is too much like poetry to
be good sense. What it means is, “Beware lest the re—
awakened Ego, the Chiah, should become self—conscious, as
it is liable to do owing to its wedding with Neshamah.”
Or, shall we say, with Nephesh? For the organism has
now been brought to perfect harmony in all its parts. The
Adept has a strong, healthy, vigorous body, and a mind no
less perfect; he is a very different person from the feeble
emasculate cabbage-chewing victim of anaemia, with its
mind which has gained what it calls emancipation by for—
getting how to think. Little as it ever knew! Not in such
may one ﬁnd the true Adept. Read Liber Legis, Chap. Π.,
verse 24, and learn where to look for hermits.

mar the work. Aye, build it
strong, lest the ﬁerce rush of battling waves, that mount and
beat its share from out the great World Maya’s Ocean,
55. A sense of pride would

swallow up the pilgrim and the isle—yea, even when the
victory’s achieved.
We now perceive more clearly the meaning of this passage. Just as the man, in order to conquer the woman, used
restraint, so also must this true Soul restrain itself, even at
this high stage, although it gives itself completely up. Although it creates without thought and without desire, let it
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that without losing anything. And because the surrender must be complete, it must beware of that expansion

do

which is called pride; for it is destroying duality, and pride
implies duality.
56. Thine “isle” is the deer, thy thoughts the hounds

that

weary and pursue his progress to the stream of Life. Woe
to the deer that is o’ertaken by the barking ﬁends before he
reach the Vale of Refuge—Dhydna—Mdrga, “path of pure

knowledge” named.
Once more the passage harks back to the Abyss where
thoughts prevail. It is another poetic image, and not a good
one. Extraordinary how liable this unassailable Alaya~
Soul is to catch cold! It isn’t woe to him; it’s woe to YOU!
57.

Ere thou canst settle in Dhydna—Mdrga and call it

thine, thy Soul has to become as the ripe mango fruit; as
soft and sweet as its bright golden pulp for others’ woes, as
hard as that fruit’s stone for thine own throes and sorrows,
O conqueror of weal and woe.
More trouble, more poetic image, more apparent sentimentality. Its true interpretation is to be found in the old
symbolism of this marriage of Chiah and Neshamah. Chiah
is the male, proof against seduction; Neshamah the female
that overcomes by weakness. But in actual practice the
meaning may be explained thus,—you yourself have con—
quered, you have become perfectly indifferent, perfectly
energetic, perfectly creative, but, having united yourself to
the Universe, you become acutely conscious that your own
fortunate condition is not shared by that which you now are.
It is then that the adept turns his face downwards, changes
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his formula from solve to coagula. His progress on the upward path now corresponds exactly with his progress on
the downward path; he can only save himself by saving
others, for if it were not so he would be hardly better than
he who shuts himself in his black tower of illusion, the
Brother of the Left Hand, the Klingsor of “Parsifal.”
58. Make

hard thy Soul against the snares of Self;

de—

serve for it the name of “Diamond-Soul”
Here is another muddle, for the words “Soul” and “Self”
have previously been used in exactly the opposite meaning.
If any meaning at all is to be attached to this verse and to
verse 59, it is that the progress downwards, the progress of
the Redeemer of the Sun as he descends from the Zenith, or
passes from the Summer Solstice to his doom, must be a
voluntary absorption of Death in order to turn it into life.
Never again must the Adept be deceived by his impressions,
though there is that part of him which suffers.
For, as the diamond buried deep within the throbbing
heart of earth can never mirror back the earthly lights, so
are thy mind and Soul; plunged in Dhydna—Marga, these
must mirror naught of M ayd’s realm illusive.
It is now evident that a most unfortunate metaphor has
been chosen. A diamond is not much use when it is buried
deep within the throbbing heart of earth The proper place
for a diamond is the neck of a courtesan.
59.

60. When thou hast reached that state, the Portal: that
thou hast to conquer on the Path ﬂing open wide their gates

to let thee pass, and Nature’s strongest mights possess no
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power to stay thy course. Thou wilt be master of the sevenfold Path; but not till then, 0 Candidate for trials passing

speech.

That we have correctly interpreted these obscure passages
now becomes clear. No further personal effort is required.

The gates open of themselves to the Master of the Temple.

61. Till then, a task far harder still awaits thee: thou hast
to feel thyself ALL—TH OUGH T, and yet exile all thoughts

from out thy SOUL.

The discourse again reverts to another phase of this task
of Vairaga. It is just as in the ‘Earth-Bhavana,’ where
you have to look at a frame of earth, and reach that impression of Earth in which is no Earthly quality, “that earth
which is not earth,” as the Qabalah would say. So on this
higher plane you must reach a quintessence of thought, of
which all thoughts are perhaps debased images, but which
in no way partakes of anything concerning them.

hast to reach that ﬁxity of mind in which no
breeze, however strong, can waft an earthly thought within.
Thus puriﬁed, the shrine must of all action, sound, or
62. Thou

earthly light be void; e’en as the butterﬂy, o’ertaken by the
frost, falls lifeless at the threshold—so must all earthly
thoughts fall dead before the fane.
Again another phase of this task. Complete detachment,
perfect silence, absolute will; this must be that pure Chiah
which is utterly removed from Ruach.
63. Behold it

written:

“Ere the gold ﬂame can burn with steady light, the lamp
must stand well guarded in a spot free from all wind.” Ex114
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posed to shifting breeze, the jet will ﬂicker and the qniyering
ﬂame cast shades deceptive, dark and ever—changing, on the
Soul’s white shrine.
This familiar phrase is usually interpreted to mean the
mere keeping of the mind free from invading thoughts. It
has also that secret signiﬁcance at which we have several

times already hinted.
These unfortunate poetic images again bewilder us.
Blavatsky’s constant use of the word “Soul" without deﬁnition is very annoying. These verses 63 and 64 must be
taken as dealing with a state preliminary to the attainment
of this Fifth Gate. If the lance shakes in the hand of the
warrior, whatever the cause, the result is fumbling and
failure.
64. And then, Ο thau þursuer of the

Trnth, thy Mind-

Sonl will become as a mad elephant, that rages in the jungle.
Mistaking forest trees for living foes, he perishes in his
attempts to kill the ever-shifting shadows dancing on the
wall of snnlit rocks.
This verse explains the state of the mind which has failed
in the Abyss—the student becomes insane.
65. Beware, lest in the care of Self thy Soul should lose
her foothold on the soil of Deva—knowledge.
66. Beware, lest in

forgetting SELF, thy Sonl lose o’er
its trembling mind control, and forfeit thus the due frnition

of its conqnests.
These two verses seem to mean that any attention to Self
would prevent one crossing the Abyss, while in the event of
any inattention to Self the mind would revolt. In other
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words, “Soul” means Neshamah, and it is important for
Neshamah to ﬁx its attention on Chiah, rather than on
Ruach.
67. Beware of change!

For change is thy great foe.

This. change will ﬁght thee of, and throw thee back, out of
the Patch thou threadest, deep into viscous swamps of doubt.
The only difﬁculty in this verse is the word “change.”
People who are meditating often get thrown off by the circumstances of their lives, and these circumstances must be
controlled absolutely. It should, however, also be taken
to refer to any change in one’s methods of meditation. You
should make up your mind thoroughly to a given scheme of
action, and be bound by it. A man is perfectly hopeless if,
on ﬁnding one Mantra unsuccessful, he tries another.
There is cumulative effect in all mystic and magical work;
and the Mantra you have been doing, however bad, is the
best one to go on with.
68. Prepare, and be forewarned in time. If thou hast
tried and failed, Ο dauntless ﬁghter, yet lose not courage:
ﬁght on and to the charge return again, and yet again.
Verse 68 conﬁrms our interpretation of these verses.
69. The fearless warrior, his precious life-blood oozing

from his wide and gaping wounds, will still attack the foe,
drive him from out his stronghold, vanquish him, ere he

himself expires. Act then, all ye who fail and suﬁ‘er, act
like him; and from the stronghold of your Soul chase all
your foes away—ambition, anger, hatred, e’en to the shadow
of desire—when'even you have failed.
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that ﬁghtest for man’s liberation,
each failure is success, and each sincere attempt wins its
reward in time. The holy germs that sprout and grow unseen in the disciple’s soul, their παίω wax strong at each
70. Remember, than

new trial, they bend like reeds but never break, nor can they
e’er be lost. But when the hour has struck they blossom

forth.

But if thou cam’st prepared, then have no fear.
These verses explain the cumulative effect of which we
spoke. It is very hard to persist, because very often we
seem to make no progress. There is the water on the ﬁre,
and nothing whatever appears to be happening. But without warning it suddenly boils. You may get the temperature to 99° and keep it at 99° for a thousand years, and the
water will not boil. It is the last step that does the trick.
One remark in this connection may be useful: “A watched
pot never boils.” The student must practise complete de—
tachment—must reach the stage when he does not care twopence whether he attains or not, while at the same time he
pursues eagerly the Path of attainment. This is the ideal
attitude. It is very well brought out in‘Parsifal.’ Klingsor,
on having his error pointed out to him, said “Oh, that’s quite
easy,” took a knife, and removed all danger of his ever
making the same mistake again. Returning, full of honest
pride in his achievement, he found himself more ignomin—
iously rejected than before. Ultimately the sacred lance is
brought back into the Hall where is the Graal, and there, at
the right moment, not moved by desire, not seduced by
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cunning Kundry, but of his own nature, the sacriﬁce may be

accomplished.
So, as previously explained, it is important not to keep on
worrying about one’s progress; otherwise all the concentra—
tion is lost, and a mood of irritability rises, work is given up,
and the student becomes angry with his Teacher. His Mind—
Soul becomes as a mad elephant that rages in the jungle.
He may even obtain the Vision of the Demon Crowley.
But by persistence in the appointed Path, by avoiding disappointment through not permitting the ﬁend Hope to set
its suckers on your Soul, by quietly continuing the appointed
discourse in spite of Mara and his hosts, the wheel comes
full circle, the hour strikes, the talipot palm blossoms, and
all is fun and feasting, like Alice when she got to the Eighth

Square.
It is my daily prayer that I may be spared to write a com—
plete commentary on the extremely mystical works of the
Rev. C. L. Dodgson.
Please note the two lines of dots for the last paragraph of
this verse. It is that ﬁnal scene of Parsifal, which words

are unﬁtted to express.

71. Hencefarth thy way is clear right through Virya gate,
the ﬁfth one of the Seven Portals. Thou art now on the

way that leadeth to the Dhydna haven, the sixth, the Bodhi

Portal.

72. The Dhyana gate is like an

alabaster vase, white and

transparent; within there burns a steady golden ﬁre, the
ﬂame of Pragnyd that radiates from Atma‘.
Than art that vase.
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73. Thou hast estranged thyself from objects of the

seuses, travelled ou the ”Path of seeiug,” on the ”Path of
hearing,” aud staudest iu the light of Knowledge. Thou
hast how reached Titiksha state.
Ο Narjol, thou art safe.

In these three verses the passage to the sixth Gate is made

clear. There is no longer any struggle, there is but the
golden ﬁre within the alabaster vase, and thou art that vase.
Male and female are again interchanged. Above Chiah and
Neshamah is Yechidah, and in the lower aspect of that, one
has again become the receptacle of the Inﬁnite, not that

which penetratesthe Inﬁnite.
There are two formulee of making two things one. The
active formula is that of the arrow piercing the rainbow, the
Cross erected upon the Hill of Golgotha, and so on. But the
passive formula is that of the cup into which the wine is
poured, that of the cloud which wraps itself around Ixion.
It is very annoying to hear that the Narjol is safe. This
is all (Edipus-Complex. Why not “Safe in the arms of
Jesus”? Devil ﬂy away with this ‘eternal rest’ stuff! Give
me a night’s rest now and again; a dip into the Tao, and then
—off we go again!
74. Know, C ouqueror of Sius, ouce that a Sowaui hath
cross’d the seventh Path, all Nature thrills with joyous awe
and feels subdued. The silver star uovu twiukles out the
news to the uight—blossoms, the streamlet to the pebbles
ripbles out the tale; dark ocean waves will roar it to the
rocks surf-bouud, scerlt-ladeu breezes siug it to the vales,
and stately piues mysteriously whisper: “A Master has
ariseu, A MASTER OF THE DAY.”
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There is a further terrible confusion between the personal
progress of the man, and his progress in relation to his in—
carnations.
It cannot be too clearly understood that these things are
altogether different. Blavatsky’s attempt to mix up Hin—
duism and Buddhism is productive of constant friction.
The ﬁrst Path in Dhyana has nothing whatever to do with
being a Srotapatti. It is perfectly clear that you could be
Master of all the eight Jhanas with no more hope of be—
coming a Srotapatti than a Pwe—dancer.
However, this is an extremely poetical description of what
happens on the seventh Path.
You must notice that there is a certain amount of confusion between the Paths and the Portals at the end of them.
Apparently one does not reach the seventh Gate till the end
of the treatise. “A Master of the Day” is said to refer to
the Manvantara, but it is also an obvious phrase where day
is equivalent to Sun.
75. He standeth now like a white pillar to the west, upon

whose face the rising Sun of thought eternal poureth forth
its ﬁrst most glorious waves. His mind, like a becalmed
and boundless ocean, spreadeth out in shoreless space. He
holdeth life and death in his strong hand.
It is interesting to notice that he is still in the West. This
is the penultimate stage. He is really now practically identical with Mayan himself. He has met and conquered the
maker of illusion, become one with him, and his difﬁculty
will then be so to complete that work, that it shall be centred
on itself, and leave no seed that may subsequently germinate
and destroy all that has been accomplished.
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The living power made free in
him, that power which is HIMSELF, can raise the tab—
ernacle of illusion high above the Gods, above great Brahm
and Indra. Now he shall surely reach his gieat reward!
The temptation at this point is to create an Universe. He
is able: the necessity of so doing is strong within Him, and
He may perhaps even imagine that He can make one which
shall be free from the Three Characteristics. Evelyn Hall
—an early love of mine—used to say: “God Almighty—or
words to that effect—has no conscience”; and in the tre—
mendous state of mind in which He is, a state of Cosmic
priapisrn, He may very likely see red, care nothing for what
may result to Himself or His victim, and, violently project—
ing Himself on the Akasa, may fertilize it, and the Universe
begin once more
In Liber I. it seems as if this must be done, as if it were
part of the Work, and Liber Legis, if I understand it aught,
would inculcate the same. For to US the Three Character—
isties and the Four Noble Truths are lies—the laws of Illu—
sion. Ours is the Palace of the Graal, not Klingsor’s Castle,
76. Yea, he is mighty.

77. Shall he not use the gifts which it confers for his own
test and bliss, his well—earn’d weal and glory—he, the subduei/ of the Great Delusion?
It is now seen that He should not do this, although He is

He should on the contrary take up the burden of a
Magus. This whole passage will be found in much clearer
language in Liber One, EQUINOX VII.
able.

78. N ay,

0 than candidate for Nature’s hidden lore! If

one would follow in the steps of holy Tathdgata, those gifts
and powers are not for Self.
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It should be noticed that this is not quite identical with the

way in which the Master of the Temple detaches the being
that was once called “Self” to ﬂing it down from the Abyss
that it may ‘appear in the Heaven of Jupiter as a morning
star or as an evening star, to give light to them that dwell
upon the earth.’ This Magus is a much stronger person
than the Master of the Temple. He is the creative force,
while the Master is merely the receptive. But in these
verses 78, 79, 80, it might be very easily supposed that it was
merely a recapitulation of the former remarks, and I am in—
clined to think that there is a certain amount of confusion
in the mind of the Author between these two grades. She
attained only the lower. But careful study of these verses
will incline the reader to perceive that it is a new creation
which is here spoken of, not a mere amelioration.
The only really difﬁcult verse on this interpretation is 86.
There is a lot of sham sentiment in this verse. It gives an
entirely false picture of the Adept, who does not whine, who
does not play Pecksniff. All this business about protecting
man from far greater misery and sorrow is absurd. For
example, in one passage H. P. Β. explains that the lowest
hell is a man-bearing Planet.
There is a certain amount of melancholia with delusions
of persecution about this verse. Natural, perhaps, to one
who was betrayed and robbed by Vittoria Cremers?
79. Wanld’rt than thus dam the waters born on Snrnern?

Shalt than divert the stream for thine own sake, or send it
back to its prime source along the crests of cycler?
It is here seen that the ideal proposed by the Author is by
no means rest or immobility. The Path, or rather the Goal,
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is symbolised as a swift and powerful stream, and the
mystery is revealed that the Path itself is the Goal.

great

“Were the world understood
Ye would see it was good,
A dance to a delicate measure.”

This is also the doctrine indicated in all the works of Fra
Perdurabo. You can see it in Liber 418, where, as soon as
a certain stage is reached, the great curse turns into an inef—
fable blessing. In the Book of Lies, too, the same idea is
stated again and again, with repetition only unwearying
because of the beauty and variety of the form.
“Everything is sorrow,” says the Buddha. Quite so, to
begin with. We analyse the things we deem least sorrow,
and ﬁnd that by taking a long enough period, or a short
enough period, we can prove them to be the most exquisite
agony. Such is the attempt of all Buddhist writers, and
their even feebler Western imitators. But once the secret
of the universe is found, then everything is joy. The prop—
osition is quite as universal.
80.

If thou would’rt have that stream

of hard-earn’d

knowledge, af Wisdom heaven—born, remain sweet running
waters, thau shonld’xt not leave it to become a stagnant
pond.
Here we have the same thesis developed with unexpected
force. So far from the Path being repose, the slightest

slackening turns it stagnant.
81. Know,

if of Amitabha, the “Boundless Age,” thau

would’st become co-worker, then must thou shed the light
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acquired, like to the Bodhisattvar twain, upon the span of
all three worlds.
The same doctrine is still further detailed, but I cannot
give the authority by which Blavatsky speaks of Kwan—shi—
yin as a Bodhisattva. It will become abundantly evident
in the comment to verse 97 that Blavatsky had not the re—
motest idea as to what a Bodhisattva was and is. But it
is quite true that you have to shed light in the manner indi—
cated if you are going to live the life of a Magus.

that the stream of xnperhnman knowledge and
the Deva—stdom thou hast won, must, from thyself, the
channel ofAlaya, be panned forth into another bed.
82. Know

Still further develops the same doctrine. You have acquired the supreme creative force. You are the Word, and
it must be spoken (verse 83). There is a good deal of anti—
climax in verse 83, and a peculiarly unnecessary split inﬁn—
itive.
Blavatsky’s difﬁculty seems to have been that although
she is always talking of the advance of the good Neu-jol, he
never seems to advance in point of view. Now, on the
threshold of the last Path, he is still an ordinary person with
vague visionary yearnings! It is true that He wishes the
unity of all that lives, complete harmony in the parts, and
perfect light in the whole. It is also true that He may spend
a great deal of time in killing or otherwise instructing men,
but He has not got at all the old conception. The ordinary
Buddhist is quite unable to see anything but details.
Bhikkhu Ananda Metteya once refused to undertake the
superintendence of a coconut plantation, because he found
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that he would have to give orders for the destruction of

vermin. But (with the best feeling in the world) he had to
eat rice, and the people who cultivated the rice had to destroy
a lot of vermin too. One cannot escape responsibility in
this vicarious way. It is peculiarly silly, because the whole
point of Buddha’s position is that there is no escape. The
Buddhist regulations are comparable to orders which might
have been, but were not, because he was not mad, given by
the Captain of the “Titanic” to caulk the planks after the
ship had been cut in two.
83. Know, Ο Narjol, than of the Secret Path, its pure
fresh waters must be med to sweeter make the Ocean’s

bitter waves—that mighty sea of sorrow formed of the tears

of men.

84. Alas! when once than hast become like the 15/11 star

in highest heaven, that bright celestial orb mart shine from
ant the spatial depths for all—save for itself; give light to
all, but take from none.
It is incomparably annoying to see this word “Alas!” at
the head of this verse as a pure oxymoron with the rest of
the text. Is stupid, unseeing selﬁshness so ﬁrmly ﬁxed in
the nature of man that even at this height he still laments?
Do not believe it. It is interesting here to note the view
taken by Him. who has actually attained the Grade of
Magus. He says: “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of
the Law. It may be those three perfections of my
Sambhogakaya Robe, but the fact is that’one has reached a
stage when the Path becomes almost meaningless. The
illusion of Sorrow has been exposed so ruthlessly that one
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can hardly realize that one, or any one else, can ever have
been in such a silly muddle. It seems so perfectly natural
that everything should be just as it is, and so right, that one
is quite startled if one contemplates the nature of one’s Star,
which led one into these “grave paths.” The only “wrong”
is the thinking about anything at all; this is of course the
old “Thought is evil” on a higher plane. One gets to understand the Upanishad which tells us how The Original It
made the error of contemplating itself, of becoming selfconscious ; and one also perceives the stupendous transcendentalism concealed in the phrase οἱ the Book of the Law:
“Enough of Because! Be he damned for a dog!” This
Universe—the 10 PAN PAN and the OIMOI TALAINOI
too—is a Play of Our Merry Lady. It is as natural to have
all this heavy stuff about the Weary Pilgrim’s Bleeding
Feet, and the Candidate for Woe, and all that, as it is for
Theseus and Hippolyta to decide that Pyramus and Thisbe
rnay amuse them. The Public will then kindly excuse the
Magus if He be of a nature, and in a mood, to decline to take
the tragedy too seriously, and to mock the crude buffooneries
of Bottom. Perhaps it would be better taste in Him to
draw the curtains of His box. But it is at least His pleasure
to reward the actors. Love is the law, love under will.”
85. Alas! when once thou hast become like the pure snow

in mountain voles, cold and unfeeling to the touch, warm and
protective to the seed that sleepeth deep beneath its bosom»—
’tis now that snow which must receive the biting frost, the

northern blasts, thus shielding from their sharp and cruel
tooth the earth that holds the promised harvest, the harvest
that will feed the hungry.
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Surely a better image would have been the Mother, and
does the Mother complain or rejoice? It is also a bad image,
this of the snow. Is snow in any way incommoded by the
biting frosts, the northern blasts?
86. Self—doomed to live through future Kalpas, un—
thanked and unperceived by men; wedged as a stone with

countless other stones which form the “Guardian Wall,”
such is thy future if the seventh Gate thou passext. Built
by the hand: of many Masters of Compassion, raised by
their tortures, by their blood cemented, it shields mankind,
since man is man, protecting it from further and far greater
misery and sorrow.
Comment has already been made upon this verse.

it not, will not perceive it, nor will
he heed the word of wisdom . . . for he knows it not.
Here indeed is the only sorrow that could seem, even for
a moment, likely to touch the Adept. It is rather annoying
that the great prize offered so freely to men is scorned by
87. Withal man sees

But this is only if the Adept fall for one moment to
the narrower View, accept the conventional outlook on the
universe. If only he remember that very simple and elementary instruction that the Magician must work as if he
had Omnipotence at his command and Eternity at his disposal, He will not repine.
them.

88.

But thou hast heard it, thou knowest all, Ο than of

eager guilelem Soul . . . and thou must choose. Then
hearken yet again.
This verse introduces the climax of this treatise.
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89. On Sowan’s Path, O Sratapatti, thou art secure.
Aye (de), on that M drga, where nought but darkness meets
the weary pilgrim, where torn by thorns the hands drip
blood, the feet are cut by sharp, unyielding ﬂints, and M !1741

wields his strongest arms—there lies a great reward immediately beyond.
It is not at all clear to what stage of the Path this refers.

In verse 91 it appears to refer to the Dhyana Path, but the
Dhyana Path has been described in entirely different terms
in verses 71 to 73, and it is certainly a quite bad description

of the condition of Srotapatti.
I think the tragic note is struck for effect. Damn all these
tortures and rewards! Has the Narjol no manhood at all?
90. Cairn and unmoved the Pilgrim glideth up the stream

that to Nirvana leads. He knoweth that the more his feet

will bleed, the whiter will himself be washed. He knoweth
well that after seven short and ﬂeeting births Nirvdna will
be his.

Here is again a totally un—Buddhistic description.
It appears to me rather a paraphrase of the well-known
“Sweeping through the gates of the New Jerusalem,
Washed in the Blood of the Lamb."
91. Such is the Dhyana

Path, the haven of the Yogi, the

blessed goal that Srotdpattis crave.
Again the confusion of the attainment of the Student with
regard to spiritual experience, and his attainment with regard to his grade. There is connection between these, but it
is not a close and invariable one. A man might get quite a
lot of Samadhi, and still be many lives away from Srotapatti.
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92. Not so when he hath crossed and won the

Path.

Aryahata
΄

From here to verse 95 is description of this last Path
which leads to the last Gate.
93. There Klee/ta is destroyed for ever, Tanha’s roots torn

aut. Bnt stay, Disciple . . . Yet one word. Canrt than de—
stroy divine C 0MPASSI ON .? Compassion ig no attribute.
It is the Law of LA WS—eternal Harmony, Alaya’s SELF;
a shorelesr universal essence, the light of everlasting Right,
and ﬁtness of all things, the law of Love eternal.
Here again is apparently a serious difﬁculty. The idea of
Klesha, here identiﬁed with Love of worldly enjoyment,
seems to put one back almost before the beginning. Is it
now only that the almost-Arhat no longer wants to go to the
theatre? It must not be interpreted in this low sense. At
the same time, it is difficult to discover a sense high enough
to ﬁt the passage. With Tanha it is easier to ﬁnd a meaning,
for Madame seems to identify Tanha with the creative
force of which we have spoken. But this is of course in—
compatible with the Buddhist teaching on the subject.
Tanha is properly deﬁned as the hunger of the individual for
continuous personal existence, either in a material or a spir—
itual sense.
With regard to the rest of the verse, it certainly reads as if
yet again Blavatsky had taken the sword to a Gordian knot.
By saying that Compassion is no attribute she is merely
asserting what is evidently not true, and she therefore deﬁnes it in a peculiar way, and I am afraid that she does so
in a somewhat misleading manner. It would be improper
here to disclose what is presumably the true meaning of this
verse. One can only commend it to the earnest considera129
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tion of members of the Sanctuary of the Gnosis, the IX° of

the O.T.O.

at one with it, thy being
melted in its BEING, the more thy Soul unites with that
94. The more thou dost become

which 15, the more than wilt become COMPASSION
ABSOLUTE.
This verse throws a little further light upon its predecessor. COMPASSION is really a certain Chinese ﬁgure
whose names are numerous. One of them is BAPHOMET.
95. Such is the Ara/a Path, Path of the Buddhas of þerfection.
This closes the subject.
96. Withal, what mean the sacred scrolls which make
thee say:

"Om! I believe it is not all the Arhats that get of the Nirvanic Path the sweet fruition.”
“Om! I believe that the Nirvana—Dharma is entered not
by all the Buddhas.”
Here, however, we come to the question of the ﬁnal renunciation. It is undoubtedly true that one may push spiritual
experience to the point of complete attainment without ever
undertaking the work of a Dhamma-Buddha, though it
seems hard to believe that at no period during that progress
will it have become clear that the Complete Path is downwards as well as upwards.
97. Yea; on the Arya Path thou art no more Srotdpatti,
thou art a Bodhisattva. The stream is cross’d. ’Tis true
thou hast a right to Dharmakaya vesture; but Sambhogakaya is greater than a Nirwini, and greater still is a Nir—v
manakdya—the Buddha of Compassion.
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Here once more we perceive the ignorance of the Author
with reference to all matters of mystic terminology, an
ignorance which would have been amusing indeed had she
lived ten years later. A Bodhisattva is simply a being
which has culminated in a Buddha. If you or I became
Buddhas to-morrow, then all our previous incarnations were
Bodhisattvas, and therefore, as there shall not be a single
grain of dust which shall not attain to Buddhahood, every
existing thing is in a way a Bodhisattva. But of course in
practice the term is conﬁned to these special incarnations of
the only Buddha of whom we have any such record. It is,
therefore, ridiculous to place Srotapatti as a Soul of inferior
grade to Bodhisattva Buddha did not become a Srotapatti
until seven incarnations before he attained to Buddhahood.
The last part of the verse and the long note (of which we
quote the gist) are nonsense. To describe a complete
Buddha as “an ideal breath; Consciousness merged in the
Universal Consciousness, or Soul devoid of every attribute,”
is not Buddhism at all, and is quite incompatible with
Buddhism.

N ?ס”שbend thy head and listen well, Ο B odhlrattva—
C ompasslon speaks and saith: “Can there be bliss when
all that lives must mffer? Shalt than be saved and hear
98.

the whole world My?”
Now than hast heard that which was said.
Again we descend to the anti-climax of a somewhat
mawkish sentimentality. Again we ﬁnd the mistake of
duality, of that opposition between self and others which,
momentarily destroyed even in the most elementary periods
of Samadhi, is completely wiped out by progress through
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the grades. The Path would indeed be a Treadmill if one
always remained in this Salvation Army mood.
99. Thou shalt

attain the seventh step and cross the gate

of ﬁnal Knowledge, but only to wed woe—if thou would’st
be Tathagata, follow upon thy predecessor’s steps, remain
unselﬁsh till the endless end.
Thou art enlightened—choose thy way.
The anti- climax15 now complete Knowledge1s by no
means the last step. Knowledge has been ﬁnished with
even by the Master of the Temple, and all this question of
wedding woe, remaining unselﬁsh till the endless end, is but
poetic bombast, based upon misconception It is as puerile
as the crude conceptions of many Christian Sects.
Behold) the mellow light that ﬂoods the Eastern sky.
In signs of praise both heaven and earth unite. And from
the four—fold manifested Powers a chant of love ariseth,
both from the ﬂaming Fire and ﬂowing Water, and from
sweet-smelling Earth and rushing Wind.
Hark! . . . from the deep unfathomable vortex of that
IOO.

golden light in which the Victor bathes, ALL NATURE’S
wordless ”00188 111 thousand tones ariseth to proclaim!
JOY UNTO YE, Ο ΜΕΝ OF MYALBA.
A PILGRIM HATH RETURNED BACK
“FROM THE OTHER SHORE.”
A NEW ARHAN IS BORN.
peace to all Beings.

Here, however, we get something like real poetry. This.
and not the Pi—Jaw, should be taken as the key to this
Masterpiece.
Love is the law, love under will.
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